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Abstract

Manually generate attack trees is an early widespread technique done by cybersecurity experts in

order to first find the ways to attack a system and then figure out the methods to prevent those

attacks from being successfully executed. However, this type of tedious process is neither error-

free nor complete and not feasible for a large system with more than a hundred nodes.

Consequently, automated attack trees generation is devised.

In this thesis, we conduct a literature survey on state-of-the-art attackers about the

techniques they used to attack systems. In addition, we also compile a list of automated attack

tree generators with a focus on the first Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planner for cyber

security called Joshua. The attack strategies from Joshua are also converted into Planning Domain

Definition Language (PDDL) with the option to follow master attack rule framework. We then

evaluate the effectiveness of an automated attack tree generator by using Joshua to discover

attack plans of an anonymous operational technology organization X as a case study.

From our case study, the vulnerabilities arise in the third-party software and could be

resolved by either updating the software with patches or using other alternative software. Linux

kernel is the most vulnerable components with the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)

score span across the whole spectrum. Nonetheless, this conclusion considers only the vulnerability

resides within a single component. The attacker might not directly attack a certain vulnerability

but execute a series of action that gradually fulfil an entire chain of attacks. This leads to more

advanced attack plans but we need more elaborate data to progress further.

Thesis Supervisor: Howard E. Shrobe

Title: Principal Research Scientist, MIT CSAIL
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One technique that system owners use to protect their systems is to figure out the way to attack

their system using attack graphs and then find the ways to prevent those attacks from happening.

In the early state of attack tree generation, domain experts manually constructed the attack

graphs [31). As a result, the generated graphs are neither error-free nor complete. It is not only a

tedious process but also not feasible for large system with more than a hundred nodes. Accordingly,

automated generation of attack graphs is devised which guarantees exhaustiveness and

succinctness. An exhaustive attack graph contains all possible attacks and the graph will be

succinct if it only includes network states in which the attacker can reach his goal.

Chapter two describes state-of-the-art attackers or the techniques that modern attackers

use to attack systems. The attack trend from 2000 to 2015 towards operational technology

infrastructure is summarized. Some outstanding attacks like Stuxnet and Ukrainian power grid

are elaborated in details. Space system is one example of operational technology and it makes use

of real time operating system (RTOS) to deal with precise deadlines. A survey regarding RTOSs

used by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and their vulnerabilities are

also included. Additionally, the ways to attack NASA through NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL) are also discussed.

Chapter three describes attack generators which can automate the process of attack trees

generation. Several attack generation methods and tools are discussed including symbolic model

checking, process calculi, penetration testing, and classical planning.
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Chapter four describes the attack strategies encoded in the first HTN planner for cyber

security called Joshua. The implementation of Joshua is divided into 15 categories including any

desirable property, performance, data privacy, data integrity, direct control, indirect control,

modification, performance related specifics, methods for hacking access rights and gaining access,

active user set and logging in, passwords and secrets, network traffic, knowledge about

connectivity, access rights and filtering policies, things relevant to control systems, and quick hack

for botnet recruitment ala Mirai.

Chapter five describes PDDL attack rules which are a set of preconditions that have to be

satisfied before an action can take place and also specify the effects after the action is performed.

The attack strategies from Joshua, the first HTN planner for cyber security as mentioned in

chapter four, are converted into Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL). The master

attack rule framework is also explained.

Chapter six describes the evaluation on an anonymous operational technology organization

X as a case study. Its system model is constructed and used to generate attack plans. Then the

defense mechanisms are identified to prevent those attacks from happening.

Chapter seven describes conclusion and future work. The type of vulnerabilities found in

chapter five is summarized. The potential enhancement regarding the way to figure out more

subtle vulnerabilities which is a chain of dependencies is also discussed.

1.1 Objective and Goals

As the majority of the work in attack generation involves low level attack details, we propose to

apply high level representations of attack generation which emphasizes attackers' goals. The key

concept we plan to analyse is dependency and control which describe how each component of a

system depends on each other and how to take control of one component by taking control of

another component [34]. One example of dependency is input and output. An attacker can control

a program A which accepts output from program B as its input by first taking control of program

B and manipulating its output. Consequently, the input to program A is also compromised and

the attacker can then take control of program A. Another example of dependency is a component
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that belongs to another component. The attacker can control component D which has component

C as a part of it by starting to control component C which will eventually affect component D.

We will also apply master attack methodology [35], a unified framework to model attacks

into four phases: when, where, what, and how. These four classes of attack anatomy are mapped

to widely used standard frameworks including Lockheed Martin's Cyber Kill Chain, OWASP

Surface Areas, MITRE CAPECS and ATT&CK Matrix, Kali Tools and MITRE Listed Exploits.

In terms of implementation language, we use the Planning Domain Definition Language

(PDDL). Currently, PDDL is a standard language used in International Planning Competition

(IPC). This is one reason why formulating cybersecurity domain and problem in PDDL can benefit

from a large number of high quality planners entering this competition. PDDL can be used to

describe the physics of a domain [52] and the domain that we study is cyber security vulnerabilities

in operational technology infrastructure. There are 2 significant components of PDDL modelling,

predicates and actions. First, we will use predicates to encode network topology and other

property/states e.g. operating system of servers, group of servers and laptops, file location etc.

Second, attack plans are generated using a PDDL planner based on how to sequentially change

the set of initial states (e.g. how each device is connected, what programs are installed on each

server etc.) into goal states (e.g. server7 is exploited). These attack plans are encoded as series of

actions. In order to execute each action, some preconditions have to be met and after executing

the action, there will be some effects. These preconditions and effects are also described by

predicates.

1.2 Contributions

Our contribution includes applying existing technique in attack generation to a novel domain like

operational technology. One reason that we should pay attention to securing operational

technology infrastructure is because it serves as a backbone for many services which help improve

human quality of lives. Example services include every day communication services like the

Internet, television, and radio up to data collection for research or significant military services to

enhance and protect the welling being of residence in each country. Hence, it is significant to

ensure operational technology infrastructure is working properly and secure from attacks.
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Moreover, there is very limited number of published work about applying automated attack

generation in a certain domain of operational technology. The system model of the anonymous

operational technology organization X that we will work on consists of 4 routers, 8 switches, 4

authentication servers, 3 authorization servers, 33 servers, and 3 laptops. Each server and laptop

is assigned to a group of which only machine in the same group can connect to each other. There

are 162 programs installed in the pool of these 32 servers.
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Chapter 2

State-of-the-art Attackers

Attackers aim towards attacking operational technology infrastructure. Evidence is shown in the

attack timeline from 2000 to 2015 with increasing severity [1]. Starting in 2000, an ex-employee

of the automation supplier HunterWatertech, Vitek Boden, released 80,000 liters of waste water

into local parks, rivers, and the grounds of a hotel in Maroochy Shire by taking control of the

waste management system. Vitek used industrial wireless and software to hack the system 46

times. In 2003, the nuclear power plant in Ohio, Davis-Besse, lost their safety-monitoring for five

hours because of the Microsoft SQL Slammer worm spread from third-party network. Davis-Besse

had to take additional six hours to recover the system. In 2005, 13 automotive manufacturing

plants of DaimlerChrysler in US were disconnected for almost an hour because of an Internet

worm. The worm exploited the IT system connectivity vulnerabilities in Industrial Control

Systems (ICS) primarily running on Microsoft Windows 2000 and some initial versions of Microsoft

Windows XP operating system. Moreover, the Zotob worm and its variants also resulted in the

electrical failure at Caterpillar, a construction and mining equipment manufacturer, and Boeing,

an aircraft manufacturing company. In 2010, Stuxnet worm were reported as the first ICS worm.

Its injection caused damage to Iranian nuclear facilities. In 2011, there were widespread hackings

on the US water utilities. One example is the attack towards South Houston's Water and Sewer

personnel by the hacker called prOf. The hacker intruded the system via Human Machine Interface

(HMI) of which password length was only three characters. Another case found in 2011 is Duqu

reconnaissance malware and its software modules which are related to Stuxnet. Duqu exploited a

formerly undiscovered vulnerability in Microsoft Word to start gaining control over computers. It
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was classified as a Trojan targeting ICS vendors in Europe. Duqu collected data which includes

cryptographic keys for software authentication and this sensitive data will be useful for

forthcoming attacks. In 2012, Telvent, an information technology and industrial automation

company, was attacked supposedly by Chinese hackers. The Supervisory Control and Data

Acquisition (SCADA) projects files were stolen and the attackers did this by malicious software

installation. Specifically, the OASys SCADA project was the main target. Energy and water

companies used this SCADA product for control systems and networks to enterprise systems

integration. In 2013, an Israeli SCADA System was hacked by the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA).

SEA was also accused of attacking the Haifa municipal water SCADA. By gaining control over

the irrigation system, it could cause flooding or lower crop yields. Another industrial incident

occurring in 2013 is container management system hacking in Antwerp, a port city on Belgium's

River Scheldt. Drug traffickers hacked into the system which was responsible for locating

containers with hidden drugs. This attack was started by sending an email which contained

malicious software to staff. After the software was installed, the attackers could access to the

system remotely. The third sample case in 2013 was allegedly done by Iranian proxy hacktivist

group in attacking the Haifa Camel Tunnels. As Haifa Camel Tunnels are the largest tunnels in

Israel and they had to be closed many times over several days, it resulted in serious loss of revenue.

In 2014, energy facilities located mainly in Europe and North America are targeted supposedly by

the Energetic Bear group, a widely known advanced persistent threat (APT) group, to disclose

their SCADA systems. The attack was achieved by a reconnaissance malware. In 2015, the

Ukrainian Kyivoblenergo, a regional electricity distribution company, failed to distribute

electricity to its customers and also the other 3 electricity companies which affected approximately

225,000 customers [2]. The Russian security services are accused of this attack by hacking into

the company's computer and SCADA systems.

As Stuxnet were reported as the first ICS worm, we will elaborate the attack in more

details. Even though Stuxnet was discovered in 2010, there was evidence showing that it was

developed since 2005 and started its exploitation since 2007 [3]. The earliest version of Stuxnet is

Stuxnet 0.5. The infection is on Step 7 project files including the s7hkimdb.dll and

XROOOOO1.MDX files. Exploiting the Multiple Siemens SIMATIC Products DLL Loading

Arbitrary Code Execution Vulnerability (CVE-2012-3015), the S7hkimdb.dll file is executed. Then
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it decrypts and injects the main XR00001.MDX Stuxnet binary file into the services.exe process.

Consequently, Stuxnet is running on the system. To elaborate how Stuxnet work, there are 6 steps

involved including infection, search, update, compromise, control, and deceive and destroy. In the

first step, a system can be infected via a USB stick containing Stuxnet. It could infect any

machines which run Microsoft Windows. With a falsified digital certificate that makes it looks

legitimate, Stuxnet is able to penetrate through automated-detection systems. Secondly, Stuxnet

performs search to figure out whether the infected machine belongs to a certain ICS made by

Siemens or not. This targeted ICS is used by Iran to run high-speed centrifuges which refines

nuclear fuel. In the third step, if the infected system is its target, Stuxnet try to connect to the

Internet in order to download the up-to-date version of itself. Otherwise, no action will be

performed. In the fourth step, the logic controllers of the target system are compromised. The

exploitation is focused towards zero day vulnerabilities i.e. the vulnerabilities that are not

discovered by security experts yet. In the fifth step, Stuxnet collects information on Iranian nuclear

centrifuges system with the objective to control the centrifuges and make them spin themselves

until they are broken. Finally, Stuxnet conceals the misbehaved actions of the centrifuges from

the outside controllers. As a result, the failure of the centrifuges occurs before anyone can take

action to fix it.

The Ukrainian power grid attack is another interesting attack model related to power

system SCADA and ICS. The ICS Cyber Kill Chain published by SANS institute (SysAdmin,

Audit, Network and Security institute which is officially the Escal Institute of Advanced

Technologies) provides comprehensive steps to perform in achieving high-confidence attack on the

ICS processes. There are 2 stages in the ICS Cyber Kill Chain and the attack on Ukrainian power

grid followed these 2 stages completely. Within stage 1, the actions are categorized into 6 steps

including reconnaissance, weaponization and / or targeting, delivery, exploit, install / modify, C2

(command and control), and act. As the targeted three electricity companies exercise high levels

of automation in their distribution system and the attack plans were remarkably coordinated, it

pointed out that reconnaissance should be conducted. Secondly, weaponization was done by

embedding BlackEnergy 3 within Microsoft Office documents (Excel and Word). In the third step,

delivery, the malicious documents are emailed to the administrative or IT network staff of the

electricity companies. By opening these documents and enabling the macros, Office macro was
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exploited which allowed BlackEnergy 3 to be installed on the victim system. These actions are

counted as step 4, exploit, and step 5, install. Then in step 6, C2, the BlackEnergy 3 malware

enabled communication by the attacker with the malware and the infected systems via C2 IP

address that the malware connected to. From this setting, the attacker can collect data from the

environment and gain access. Accordingly, the attacker can use this information to discover VPN

connections and traversing into the ICS network. In step 7, act, as the attacker can use native

connections and commands, the remaining systems can be explored and data can be extracted to

create a plan for stage 2. The attacker can intrude into the network segments where SCADA

dispatch workstations and servers are located by using the stolen credentials. Regarding stage 2,

the first step is develop where the attacker used the native control in the system and operator

screens and learned how to interact with the three distribution management system (DMS)

environments deployed in the three electricity companies. In this step, the attacker also developed

malicious firmware for exploitation over the serial-to-ethernet devices. In the second step, the

attacker tested the developed firmware on their own environment. Then in step 3, deliver, the

attackers used existing remote administration tools on the operator workstations to deliver

themselves into the environment and directly interacted with the ICS components. In step 4,

install / modify, the attackers install malicious software which is viewed as a modified or

customized KillDisk throughout the environment. In the final step, execute the ICS attack, the

HMIs in the SCADA environment were used by the attackers to open the breakers which resulted

in service outages. At the same time, the malicious firmware was uploaded by the attackers to the

serial-to-ethernet gateway devices. This malicious firmware will make the recovered operator

workstations unable to issue remote command in restarting the substations. Furthermore, the

attackers also caused a remote telephonic denial of service on the energy company's call center to

prevent the customers from reporting the service failures.

Space system is also one category of operational technology. After exhaustive search about

literatures in the area of vulnerabilities in space system, we have found that there are not many

published research work. The most related work is Space System Vulnerabilities and Defenses 51

which was done almost a decade ago. In addition, the attack technique proposed by Partlow is

more related to electrical engineering approach while our work focuses on software engineering
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approach. In Partlow's study, the attack technique on space system is classified into 2 categories,

kinetic and non-kinetic method.

Regarding the kinetic approach, the example includes a direct Anti-Satellite (ASAT)

weapon which causes anomalies or completely destroys orbiting satellite [5]. Demolish ground

station with explosive bomb is also another example of kinetic method. The main tactics in

Partlow's work emphasizes on disrupting the communication between the ground station and the

satellite on orbit. Accordingly, kinetic approach physically destroys either the ground station with

bombs or the orbiting satellite with missile. On the contrary, non-kinetic approach uses intangible

tools like data transmission signal, light, and wave to interfere the connectivity between the two

parties.

On the other hand, the non-kinetic methods are also as effective as the kinetic ones 15].

Examples of non-kinetic attack consists of jamming uplink and downlinks between the satellite

and the ground station, glaring or blinding sensors to some extent with lasers, and attacking with

powerful microwaves. In order to jam the radio frequency (RF) signal which carries encoded data,

another signal on the same frequency but with much more power is broadcasted. The limitation

of this method is that it is executable only when the orbiting satellite or the ground station is in

the view of the jamming transmitter. The second example of non-kinetic attack using destructive

laser exists in satellite with optical or infrared (IR) sensors which is used as imaging sensors. The

effect may not only last during the period of laser injection but also after the injection if the laser

can cause the sensor to partially or completely malfunction. The last example of non-kinetic attack

comes from High Powered Microwaves (HPM) and it should be initiated from another spacecraft

because the distance from the earth's surface to the satellite is too far away and the earth's

atmosphere can also cause microwave signal attenuation. The level of severity of HPM attack is

broadly covered the gentle effect like causing system restart up to catastrophic one in permanently

disabling electrical components.

Partlow also came up with defense methodology towards these attacks [5]. To prevent

ASAT in kinetic approach from being accomplished, constantly maneuver the satellite can make

it a nonpredictable target for the missile. However, it depletes the satellite fuel and life time.

Another method is to interfering terminal guidance of the ASAT weapon so that it will always

miss the victim satellite.
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The defenses against the non-kinetic approach were also discussed 151. To prevent HPM

attack on the satellite's sensitive electronic components, hardening the satellite electronically and

do it in the early stages of the satellite's design to save cost. Similarly, a filter or fast acting

shutter can obstruct the laser energy to penetrate those optical sensors. Unfortunately, a filter

can only block a certain range of wavelength. Moreover, a filter and fast acting shutter may also

block some mandatory wavelength in constructing targeted images. Anti-jam technique can be

adopted to deal with uplinks and downlinks jamming. However, anti-jam technique is expensive

to develop while it will be developed only when a certain jamming attack exists.

Finally, Partlow concludes that there was no effective defense against the space system

attack [5]. Alternative solution is to minimize the effect of the malfunction satellite or swift

restoration. Example of minimizing the effect of broken satellite is when a group of Global

Positioning System (GPS) satellite can still output less accurate position data even though one of

its satellites stops working. Swift restoration can be accomplished either by having a spare satellite

on orbit which is always ready for replacement.

As space system requires execution of a task to be precisely by the deadline, it makes use

of real time operating systems (RTOS). An attacker may figure out vulnerabilities in RTOS in

order to hack into space system. Before jumping into the details of what RTOS is, let us first

getting started with the definition of operating system. Operating system acts as an interface

between a user of a computer and the hardware [6]. It could be considered as a software program

that responses to commands from the user by using the hardware parts of the computer. The

crucial responsibilities of operating system include memory management, process management,

file management, resource allocation etc. Windows, Linux, and Mac OS are some example of

general purpose operating systems (GPOS). RTOS is a type of operating system specifically

designed to serve real time operations which distinguishes it from GPOS. The two key

characteristics for an operating system to be categorized as RTOS include having predictable

response time and being deterministic [7]. If we define a system as a group of connected peripheral

devices which processes input data and provide output, a system can be classified into three

categories of real time systems [6, 7]. These three categories include non-real time systems, soft

real time systems, and hard real time systems. As its name suggests, non-real time systems do not

involve with deadlines. Its reaction to an event will certainly happen sometime in the future but
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no specific timeline can be indicated. Regarding soft real time systems, a system is still allowed to

miss deadline even though it is not preferable. However, it does not cause disaster but probably

poor performance. Examples of soft real time system include personal computer, audio and video

systems. On the other hand, hard real time systems are required to meet precise deadline.

Otherwise, a disaster would occur. In other words, it is completely deterministic and essentially

constrained by time. If the hard real time system is expected to finish its process and give its

output at the 10th second, it must be exactly at the 10th second. Missing the target by only one

second is totally unacceptable. Hence, finishing the process and getting output at the 9th or 11th

second is not tolerable. An example of hard real time system is a missile launching system where

the missile is expected to touch the ground at the exact point of time. Missing that deadline could

significantly change the destination of the missile to be another country which definitely a

catastrophe.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is the largest space

organization in the US and also the influential global player. It is worth exploring RTOS used by

NASA as it can potentially be a target of an attacker. NASA has used a variety of RTOS including

both open source and commercialized ones [8]. Regarding open source RTOS, they include free

RTOS, RTEMS, and Linux. Even though these open-source RTOS provide advantages like the

free of charge on usage, the availability of the source code, and no need to be tied to a specific

vendor, they still have some disadvantages like the need on customization and the lack of

informative document. Hence, NASA also use proprietary RTOS provided by VxWorks, Green

Hills Software, pC/OSTM RTOS and Stacks, and concurrent REAL-TIME.

VxWorks is still actively being used by NASA and will be used on The Mars 2020 rover

scheduled to launch in 2020 [9]. This mission is part of NASA's Mars Exploration Program (MEP)

with the main focus on the potential of life on Mars [10]. The search will cover the trace of

habitable conditions on Mars as well as any evidences of microbial life. A drill will be used to

collect samples of rocks and soils. Those collected samples will be kept on Mars' surface and

possibly be carried back to Earth in a future mission. From the nature of the work that will be

conducted in Mars 2020, it definitely requires hard real time system.

INTEGRITY is RTOS produced by Green Hills Software and is deployed in NASA's Orion

crew exploration vehicle [111, a project announced by NASA on May 24, 2011, and is currently
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under development [12]. It is selected by Lockheed Martin to be used in the spacecraft's avionics

systems consisting of the Flight Control Module (FCM), Spacecraft C31 Communication Adapter

(SCCA), and Backup Emergency Controller [11]. In other words, this Platform for Avionics of

Green Hills Software is responsible for the safety-critical electronics which also covers command

computer. The Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (Orion MPCV) is now an ongoing project

between NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA) which aims to transport four astronauts

to low Earth orbit (LEO) or probably further away. This mission will aid the exploration of the

Moon, asteroids, and Mars by human. Moreover, The Orion MPVC can also be used to bring crew

or materials from the International Space Station. Exploration Mission-1, the first integrated

mission, is scheduled to launch in 2020 [12] where the Orion MPVC will travel thousands of miles

away from the Moon with no crew onboard for approximately three weeks [13]. This mission will

become a significant stepping stone for later voyages with astronauts starting in the early 2020s.

Micrium pC/OS is used as RTOS in Curiosity Mars Rover to analyze samples at Mars

[14]. The mission started on November 26, 2011 and is still ongoing [15]. The Sample Analysis at

Mars (SAM) lab is set up for running experiments on the chemical and isotopic composition of

Mars' atmosphere and soil [14]. According to Tom Nolan, an operation engineer from NASA JPL,

sample analysis at Mars requires three main devices including a gas chromatograph, a tunable

laser spectrometer, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. They also come along with plenty of

other supporting subsystems comprising of vacuum pumps pyrolysis ovens, and a robotic sample

manipulation system used for handling solid samples from Martian surface. Tom wrote around

20,000 lines of C code which runs on top of the pC/OS-II platform. This written software is stored

in nonvolatile memory of the device and when the power is supplied, it boots up.

Concurrent REAL-TIME provides real time RedHawk Linux as an RTOS used in NASA's

Space Launch System (SLS) program [161. The user-level commands, utilities, and system

administration of real time RedHawk Linux are also compatible with Red Hat Enterprise Linux

[17]. The SLS is part of NASA's deep space exploration plans which involves a mission with crew

to Mars [18]. More importantly, the SLS is the only rocket that is capable of sending Orion,

astronauts and huge supplied cargo to the Moon within a single mission [19]. SLS is considered a

great milestone of America deep space missions. With its highly powerful systems, it can travel

1,000 times farther than the low-Earth orbit where the space station is. Moreover, the rocket will
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bring Orion to achieve the speed of at least 24,500 mph to escape low-Earth orbit and continue

to the Moon. In other words, it is 7,000 mph faster than the speed of the space station travelling

around the Earth.

Regarding open source RTOS, RTEMS is the significant flight heritage used by both NASA

and ESA [8]. NASA engages RTEMS as part of Electra software radio on NASA's Mars

Reconnaissance Orbiter [20], a mission which started in 2006 and is still ongoing [211. The Mars

Reconnaissance Orbiter mission focuses on seeking evidences of watery habitats on Mars.

Accordingly, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter is now getting involved in the study of the trace of

water on Mars, capable of exploring small-scale areas, and provides highly effective

communications and navigation link. To find clues about water on Mars, the Mars Reconnaissance

Orbiter uses its science instruments to get extreme close-up photography of Mars' surface by

zooming in. The collected data can be used for minerals analysis, identifying subsurface water,

figuring out the amount of dust and water distributed in the atmosphere, and also monitoring

global weather on a daily basis. As one of the cameras equipped with the Mars Reconnaissance

Orbiter is the biggest one ever flown on a planetary mission, the camera can capture an item

which is as small as a dinner table. It is a huge stepping stone because the previous cameras on

other Mars orbiters could only deal with features larger than a school bus. Lastly, the

telecommunications systems of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter comparatively serves as an

"interplanetary Internet", the beginning link in a bridge of communication back to Earth which is

also ready to serve many upcoming international spacecrafts.

Another open source RTOS used by NASA is FreeRTOS which is now under the ownership

of Amazon Web Services (AWS) [22]. FreeRTOS is used in core Flight System (cFS) 1231. As its

name suggests, the little "c" in CFS indicates that CFS is a little but core framework which is

optimized for flight systems and results in a small footprint. For example, the full cFS suite with

FreeRTOS accounts for only 800 kB of nonvolatile flash memory together with 2 MB RAM is

required to run CubeSats, a miniaturized satellite comprises of many 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm (4

in x 4 in x 4 in) cubic units and is used in space research [241. cFS is a flight software architecture

[231. To clarify in more details, flight software is typically deployed on a spacecraft which can be

part of either the Spacecraft Bus or an Instrument. The Spacecraft Bus is generally the elementary

systems of the spacecraft such as mechanical structure, electrical system, power system, command
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and data handling system (C&DH), attitude control system / propulsion system, radio frequency

(RF) system, and thermal system. On the other hand, instruments refer to equipment that could

be brought onboard like cameras, telescopes, or radars. The flight software can also be viewed as

the brains of the on-orbit mission which is stored in flight electronics central processing unit (CPU)

which can be embedded in the C&DH. A recent example where cFS is deployed is on Integrated

Science Instrument Module (ISIM) of James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) in 2018. The ISIM

is the core module of the James Webb Space Telescope. Within ISIM, there are four main

instruments used for light detection from distant stars, galaxies, as well as planets which orbit

other stars [251.

From the National Vulnerability Database [26], all RTOSes mentioned above except

INTEGRITY, Micrium pC/OS and Concurrent REAL-TIME have reported vulnerabilities which

are classified into Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures. (CVE) and Common Weakness

Enumeration (CWE).

VxWorks 653 is deployed by NASA [8] which supports multi-core hardware environment.

In 2017, VxWorks version 6.9.4.1 was reported of containing Common Vulnerabilities and

Exposures (CVE) listed as CVE-2015-7599 with Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) ID 190

[27]. CVE-2015-7599 is about integer overflow in the authenticate function in svcauth.c and

exists in VxWorks version 5.5 through 6.9.4.1 [281. It can be triggered when the Remote Procedure

Call (RPC) is enabled. The remote attacker is allowed to cause a denial of service (crash) as well

as execute arbitrary code via username and password. To elaborate in more details, an integer

overflow or wraparound occurs when the software performs calculation and the resulting value is

too large to be fit in the related representation. Consequently, the value will be wrapped which

make it becomes very small or negative number. Even though this kind of mechanism is normal

in some situations, it also introduces security flaw if the wrap is unintended. This security related

issue always happens in the case of inputs provided by users. The severe outcome could occur if

the overflowed result is exercised in loop control, decision making on security, or defining offset

or size in actions like memory allocation, copying, and concatenation.

In terms of RTEMS, vulnerabilities exist in rtems-libbsd library which resides in freebsd

module [29] that deals with Wi-Fi-Protected Access (WPA and WPA2) [28. The list of nine

vulnerabilities consists of CVE-2017-13077, CVE-2017-13078, CVE-2017-13079, CVE-2017-13080,
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CVE-2017-13081, CVE-2017-13082, CVE-2017-13086, CVE-2017-13087, and CVE-2017-13088 [29].

This group of vulnerabilities allows reinstallation of some keys including the Pairwise Transient

Key (PTK), the Temporal Key (TK), the Group Temporal Key (GTK), the Integrity Group

Temporal Key (IGTK), or the Tunneled Direct-Link Setup (TDLS) Peer Key (TPK) during the

four-way handshake, the group key handshake, the fast BSS transmission (FT) handshake, the

TDLS handshake, or the processing of a Wireless Network Management (WNM) Sleep Mode

Response frame [28]. As a result, an attacker within radio range is allowed to replay, decrypt, or

spoof frames from access points to clients. All of these nine CVEs are related to CWE-254 which

covers areas like authentication, access control, confidentiality, cryptography, and privilege

management [30].

Searching through National Vulnerabilities Database, FreeRTOS was reported to have

thirteen vulnerabilities and all of them were recently published on December 6, 2018 [261. These

thirteen CVEs range from CVE-2018-16522 to CVE-2018-16528 and CVE-2018-16598 to CVE-

2018-16603. All CVEs except CVE-2018-16522 occur in AWS FreeRTOS through 1.3.1 and

FreeRTOS up to V10.0.1 (with FreeRTOS + TCP), and WITTENSTEIN WHIS Connect

middleware TCP/IP component. Regarding CVE-2018-16522, it only happens in AWS FreeRTOS

through 1.3.1. According to CVSS version 3, these CVEs have score ranging from 5.9 (medium)

to 8.1 (high) and we will elaborate in details only the five CVEs with high CVSS score. To begin

with, CVS-2018-16522 is about an uninitialized pointer free in SOCKETSSetSockOpt. This CVE

is mapped to CWE-416 (Use After Free) where a program may crash, use unpredictable values,

or inadvertently run some code if it refers to memory that has already been freed 130]. The second

CVE with high CVSS score is CVE-2018-16523 which allows division by zero in prvCheckOptions

and is linked to CWE-369 (Divide By Zero). As an unintended value can be assigned to the

product, it could lead to denial of service where the vulnerable program crash, exits, or restarts.

Thirdly, CVE-2018-16525 involves with a buffer overflow when parsing DNS\LLMNR packets in

prvParseDNSReply. By exploiting this vulnerability, remote attackers can either trigger arbitrary

code execution or information exposure. This CVE is paired with CWE-119 (Improper Restriction

of Operations within the Bounds of a Memory Buffer). The fourth CVE is CVE-2018-16526 which

is similar to CVE-2018-16525 as it relates to a buffer overflow. The difference is it occurs when

producing a protocol checksum in usGenerateProtocolChecksum and prvProcessIPPacket. Lastly,
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CVE-2018-16601 can cause denial of service and probably remote code execution because of an IP

header which is constructed in a way that prompt an entire memory copy in prvProcessIPPacket.

This CVE is related to CWE-191 (Integer Underflow (Wrap or Wraparound)) where the

subtraction product is smaller than the allowable integer value which makes incorrect result.

In addition, the attackers may attack NASA though JPL which can be considered a large

entrance to NASA and this is a reason why JPL could become an attractive target for attackers.

At JPL, not only majority of NASA research and development activities but also networks and

security controls are taken place and administered by the California Institute of Technology

(Caltech). However, NASA is still in charge of assuring cybersecurity of data and systems within

JPL. There have been 6 prominent external attacks of the JPL network from 2009 to 2018 with

increasing frequency and complexity of the attacks [53].

The first attack on the JPL network occurred in January 2009 where an attacker invaded

into a computer system at JPL and exfiltrated around 22 gigabytes of program data. These hacked

data were sent unlawfully to an Internet Protocol (IP) address in China. The data comprised of

information which was under protection of International Traffic in Arms Regulations and Export

Administration Regulations. Computers and aircraft were examples of dual-use items i.e. goods

and involving technology which were manipulated by Export Administration Regulations. The

cause of this attack as revealed by NASA Office of Inspector General (OIG) is due to insufficient

security configuration throughout multiple network points. As a result, the attacker could break

into considerable number of computers and a server at JPL and gained access to secret and critical

data. In order to prevent this type of attack, JPL installed host-based firewalls and intrusion

prevention systems on workstations. Moreover, network segmentation was also applied all over

the JPL network to restrict the infected area.

The second attack on the JPL network was related to Chinese-based IP address and

happened in 2011. The 18 servers used for key JPL missions were hacked and provided complete

access to penetrators. Those key JPL missions consisted of the Deep Space Network (DSN) and

Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer mission, and non-trivial user

accounts. The penetrators inhabited NASA systems for 2 weeks and by investigating system log

files, it showed that 87 gigabytes of data had already been transferred to the hackers' IP address.

Since the hacker possessed complete system access, the hacker could copy, edit, or delete non-
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trivial files; add, edit, or remove user account for mission-critical JPL systems; transfer penetrating

tools to get user identities and take control of another NASA system; and edit system logs to

cover these malicious activities. To deal with this attack, JPL deployed methodologies to

automatically detect malicious actions and assigned JPL Security Operations Center (SOC) staff

to react to those incidences.

The third attack on the JPL network was revealed in 2014 where the external users could

upload and execute files on the server. The attacker achieved this intrusion via a web-based

program installed by the system's administrator and this program allowed the attacker to transfer

malicious software to the server used in JPL astronomical missions and research. The underlying

cause of this vulnerability came from the failure of the administrator to make the software up-to-

date in time. Consequently, the attacker could successfully penetrated a JPL computer. JPL Office

of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) took action to this case by utilizing extra network controls

which comprised of intrusion prevention systems and additional network segmentation in order to

block public-connecting servers from entering the private JPL network.

The fourth attack on the JPL network happened in 2016 where a website was incorrectly

set up and allowed privilege escalation to unknown users. As a result, it granted these unknown

users the right to run codes on a server dedicated for software architecture development. The

reason that JPL's network security monitoring tools could not spot these malicious activities was

due to the utilization of Secure Sockets Layer which enforces encryption of data transmission

between the web server and browser.

The fifth attack on the JPL network occurred in 2017 where a JPL server executing source

code involving in ground operations for scientific spacecraft was hacked. This attack was done by

foreign hackers who made use of a vulnerability existed in the software, hardware, or firmware

that JPL has never been aware of. The hackers could run a code on the server remotely with no

authentication required. Since the hackers could penetrate the server, they could also transfer,

edit, and run a variety of files and commands irrelevant to spacecraft control. One of the

contributing factors to this attack was no patch had been applied in a timely manner to the

system and the lack of routinely monitoring log to detect suspicious activities. The ways JPL

OCIO responded to this attack consisted of regularly performing content filtering at external
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firewall points and the requirement to get approval in advance before making change to the policy

of software usage.

The sixth attack which is also the most recent attack on the JPL network took place in

2018 where an external user account capable of logging into JPL's mission network has been

hacked. The attackers created advanced persistent threat without the system owner being aware

for a year. By exploiting JPL's network architecture, the attackers spread their controlled area

by moving laterally throughout the network. The attackers sought vulnerabilities in a network

and moved from system to system by exploiting weak points in JPL's system of security controls.

Consequently, the attackers exported around 500 megabytes of data from 23 files where 2 of them

had International Traffic in Arms Regulations information associated to the Mars Science

Laboratory mission. One of the critical concerns of this attack was two out of three primary JPL

networks were compromised. As a consequence, NASA lacked confidence in the integrity of DSN

data involving space flight systems and detached multiple space flight-related systems from the

JPL network for a certain period of time. The inspection of this incidence is still in progress. To

react to this attack, supplementary monitoring agents are deployed on JPL's firewalls and JPL is

also collaborating with NASA to examine external partners' network access agreement.
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Chapter 3

Attack Generators

There are several methods for generating attack graphs, one method is based on symbolic model

checking [31]. First, the network is modelled as a finite state machine where atomic attacks by

the intruders are represented as state transitions. Second, the modelled network is submitted into

the model checker and attack graphs are generated. Third, analysis on the attack graphs can be

done in two ways: minimality and reliability analysis. Regarding minimality analysis, it aims to

find a minimal set of atomic attacks and if this set of attacks is executed, the attacker will fail to

reach the goal. On the other hand, reliability analysis involves probability that the attacker will

accomplish the goal. One significant advantage of model checking is it helps discover unknown

bugs in hardware circuits and protocols.

Even though there exist automated procedures to generate attack trees using model-

checking techniques, it still leads to exponential state space. One solution to the problem of

exponential state space in automated generation of attack trees is to use process calculi [32]. The

calculus is used as formal specification language while the attack trees are automatically inferred

using static analysis. Instead of translating the whole system into a set of propositional formulae,

only a process, program or system P of interest is modelled. Then a point of interest in P is defined

as 1 and backward-chaining search is applied to construct an attack tree. Figuring out all the

paths that lead to 1 in P, the attack tree shows necessary information to reach 1 and the way to

combine it together. Finally, they select the path to 1 with minimum cost and the cost is calculated

from an objective function. In addition, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) is used to find

satisfying assignment to formula [[]] where [111] is a tree for label 1 and satisfiability of [[]] means
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1 is reachable in P. Additional advantages of process calculi is the ability to find out vulnerability

of a complex system since its design phase from formal specification. However, this algorithm still

leads to exponential worse-case complexity. They mention some questions to be examined in future

work about the worthiness of increasing level of comprehensiveness of attack trees which also leads

to not only more complex structure but also less human-readability.

Another approach to specify the vulnerabilities of the system is performing penetration

testing (shorten as pentesting) [33]. It is to attack the system in order to learn about its security

holes but not to make catastrophic damage to the system. The system is firstly designed and then

the attacks are generated based on attack planning. The great advancement made by this method

is it can emulate a human hacker in the real world. In other words, it aims to conduct the attacks

in such a way that the real attacker would do. Comparing to model checking, simulated

penetration testing is equivalent if the safety properties of the model checking are the same as

that of planning in simulated pentesting. However, model checking can only point out possible

vulnerabilities. Hence, we still cannot conclude that the system is safe even though none of the

attacks exists according to the model. Regarding simulated pentesting, if we assume that we have

complete knowledge about the system, the formulation will fall into classical planning model. To

systematically model the system, five assumptions should be made which consist of (i) known

network graph, (ii) known host configurations, (iii) static network, (iv) monotonic actions, and

(v) actions = hops. As network graph and host configuration are known, there is no uncertainty

about them. Static network means the actions cannot affect host connectivity and host

configurations. Regarding monotonic actions, any assets the attackers get from performing actions

are never lost. Lastly, each action in Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) exactly

matches with a single hop in the network graph. One benefit of this approach is the ability to

define multiple goals. Another positive point is there are many off-the-shelf planners available

which helps reduce the development cost and time.

One example planner that has been used to solve problems in cyber security domain is

Metric-FF. To elaborate, Metric-FF finds adversary courses of action which are sequences of

actions starting from an initial state to be conducted by an attacker to achieve his goal. The

attack plans are generated for a web-based document control system. This work was considered a

pioneer work in applying AI planning to vulnerability analysis, a novel domain. Metric-FF is a
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forward heuristic planner [42]. There are two search modes in Metric-FF: Enhanced Hill Climbing

(EHC) and Best First Search (BFS). EHC can process very quickly but does not guarantee to find

a solution even though it exists. Hence, when EHC fails to figure a solution, BFS which is slower

and always consumes lots of memory [43] will perform complete search. If BFS still cannot find a

solution, it can conclude that there is no solution to the problem. A significant benefit in using

Metric-FF is the inventor, Joerg Hoffmann, always makes the source code available so developers

can freely make adjustment to suit their problem domains.

Another planner that has been applied to problems in cyber security is LAMA. It was used

for malware detection based on network traffic observation [44]. LAMA is a classical planner

utilizing heuristic forward search [451. The significant aspect of LAMA is adopting pseudo-heuristic

derived from landmarks. To illustrate, landmarks are propositional formulas that are true in any

solutions from the planner. Building on Fast Downward planner, LAMA makes use of finite-

domain instead of binary state variables as well as multi-heuristic search. In terms of multi-

heuristic search, LAMA aggregates its landmark heuristic with fast forward heuristic and these

heuristics are all cost-sensitive i.e. emphasizing on achieving high quality of solutions. However,

in some problem domains, omitting costs enhance the capability of LAMA in solving more

problems. On the other hand, landmarks significantly help improving LAMA's performance and

that is the reason why LAMA ranked number one in the sequential satisfying track of the

International Planning Competition (IPC) 2008. The search algorithm adopted in LAMA is a

weighted A* search where weights are reduced in each iteration to find a better quality plan until

the search completes.

Currently, many classical planners incorporate in machine learning as algorithm in its core

engine. There are several ways that machine learning is applied in automated planning including

policy learning, parameter tuning, discovering macro action and portfolio construction. PbP2 also

falls into this category and is specifically Portfolito-based Planner (PbP) [46]. Portfolio

construction is one type of ensemble learning i.e. to use a variety of algorithms to solve the current

problems and make prediction on future algorithm success for identical problems. PbP2 is a

candidate tool selected by Department of Defence in Australian Government to be used in Cyber

Red Teaming (CRT) project. CRT is highly crucial for large and important organization like
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Defence agencies because there is high chance that they will be attacked from probably criminal

organizations, issue-motivated groups or foreign governments.

Besides a generative planner, there exists a hierarchical task network (HTN) planner where

the final goal is divided into series of subgoals. Multistage attack model 134] is one example of

attack generation technique that makes use of the HTN planner. The attacks involve multiple

stages in which the attackers exploiting one resource in order to facilitate the exploitation of the

more sophisticate resource. Examples of these hierarchical attacks include rules about control,

components, controlling input, and access control. In order to affect performance of a certain

component, the attacker takes control of a component that belongs to the target component.

Moreover, to take control of a component, the attacker might modify the input to that component

or find a vulnerability of that component and exploit it. In addition, to modify the input, the

attacker may try to gain control of a component that controls that input or modify a component

of that input. Regarding access control, to gain access to operation on an object which requires a

certain capability, the attacker may subsume that capability. Furthermore, to subsume some

capability, the attacker finds a way to log in as a user with that capability or launch any process

with that capability. One advantage of this multistage attack generation is events are collect over

longer interval systematically into attack plans. It is similar to sickness symptoms that will lead

to the other symptoms which reflect more destructive sickness. An example of current state-of-

the-art HTN planner is FD-Autotune which is selected as one of the candidate tools for CRT [46].

FD-Autotune applies automated HTN construction during its pre-processing stage. As a result,

plan outlining can be performed faster than traditional approaches. To be more precise, FD-

Autotune has a hybrid planning engine comprising of machine learning and extension to Fast

Downward algorithm. In addition, it uses parameter tuning and macro action learning.

There are some challenges in PDDL modelling. Those issues may include level of

abstraction, a natural representation for users, and modelling for performance [42]. Regarding level

of abstraction for course of action generation for cyber security using Behavioral Adversary

Modelling System (BAMS), the domain experts in this project recommended an intermediate level

of abstraction. If the modelling is too abstract, the resulting plans are likely to be insignificant or

not interesting. For example, it might be just a plan with two steps such as gaining privilege over

the vulnerable computer then reading the target file. On the other hand, too concrete plans involve
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too unnecessary details like network packets or system calls. Considering a natural representation

for users, it is about how to make PDDL more accessible to general users. PDDL is one type of

formal logic and/or programming language which is not generally understandable by normal users.

One way to overcome this challenge is adding extra modules to encapsulate PDDL convention

and provide natural language interface for users to express the problems they want the system to

solve. In order to yield good performance in PDDL modelling for a propositional planner such as

Metric-FF planner, large actions should be split into small ones with little number of parameters.

The reason is this type of planner generates plans based on ground instances of an action. All

parameters in the action are substituted with the matching types of all domain objects. Given x

parameters with possible y substitutions of each parameter, then there will be yx ground actions

to take into account.
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Chapter 4

Joshua HTN Planner

The main benefit that an HTN planner has over a generative planner is its ability to represent

how an attacker thinks. The distinct feature that makes the HTN planner different from a

generative planner is strategy. Strategy is more close to how attackers think and the HTN planner

generates strategy while the generative planner just discovers strategies. One example of attacker's

strategy is lateral motion which is to compromise something in order to compromise something

else e.g. affect B to get to A. To find a place where an attacker can play, start with an initial

state as the current foothold of the attacker and return sets of operations which can be their

intermediate steps before getting to the attack goals.

In this chapter, we will walk you through the strategies encoded in the first Hierarchical

Task Network (HTN) planner for cyber security called Joshua [34]. The implementation of Joshua

is divided into 15 categories including any desirable property, performance, data privacy, data

integrity, direct control, indirect control, modification, performance related specifics, methods for

hacking access rights and gaining access, active user set and logging in, passwords and secrets,

network traffic, knowledge about connectivity, access rights and filtering policies, things relevant

to control systems, and quick hack for botnet recruitment ala Mirai. Each category includes attack

methods that the attacker may execute in order to attack the system. Knowledge about

connectivity, access rights and filtering policies is the category that does not have attack methods

but it has rules describing how machines are connected and how access rights and filtering policies

are applied. The attack methods are categorized into 15 categories as follows.

1) Any Desirable Property
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• affect-property-by-controlling-impacting-component

* affect-property-by-affecting-input

2) Performance

• increase-workload-to-decrease-performance

* send-lots-of-emails

" increase-workload-by-increasing-job-launch-queue

3) Data Privacy

• read-file-property-directly

4) Data Integrity

• write-file-property-directly

• mung-process-output

* mung-database

5) Direct Control

* take-control-of-directly

* control-process-through-loadable-files

* buffer-overflow-can-control-server-processes

6) Indirect Control

• take-control-of-indirectly

* control-component-through-input

• control-component-through-input-size

7) Modification

* modify-through-part

• modify-through-controller

* modify-loadable-code

* modify-through-available-access-rights

* modify-through-available-access-rights-when-have-then

• modify-size-by-increase-size

" modify-active-user-set

• remote-execution-to-remote-shell
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* remote-execution-to-code-injection

• code-injection-against-web-server

• remote-execution-to-code-reuse

• code-reuse-against-web-server

• modify-job-request-queue

8) Performance related Specifics

• add-jobs-after-job-launcher-is-hacked

• mung-in-core-data-structures

9) Methods for Hacking Access Rights and Gaining Access

• how-to-read-a-file

• achieve-a-right-you-already-have

• achieve-access-right-by-process-subversion

• how-to-achieve-access-right-by-remote-shell-on-target

10) Active User Set and Logging In

* join-active-user-set

• how-to-logon

11) Passwords and Secrets

• user-knows-own-password

• how-to-get-password-by-guessing

• guess-typical-user

• guess-superuser-passwords

• get-sysadmin-password-by-bricking

* brick-machine-by-kill-disk

• how-to-install-malway

• how-to-get-password-by-phishing

• how-to-get-password-by-sniffing

• achieve-connection-by-protocol

• lateral-motion

12) Network Traffic
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• control-the-network-stack

• read-network-traffic

13) Knowledge about Connectivity, Access Rights, and Filtering Policies

• (no attack method in this category)

14) Things relevant to Control Systems

• fake-sensor-data

* sensor-injection-attack

15) Quick Hack for Botnet Recruitment ala Mirai

• recruit-to-mirai-botnet

We will start from 5 different attack methods including 2 of them from any desirable

property category (affect-property-by-controlling-impacting-component, affect-property-by-

affecting-input), 2 of them from things relevant to control systems (fake-sensor-data, sensor-

injection-attack) and one of them from quick hack for botnet recruitment ala Mirai (recruit-to-

mirai-botnet). The relationship between these starting attack methods with the remaining attack

methods in the above list of 15 categories will also be described.

Regarding the attack method affect property by controlling impacting component, the

attacker may start with the main goal to affect desirable property of a victim. One way to achieve

this goal is by executing an attack method to affect desirable property by controlling impacting

component as shown in Figure 4-1. In order to execute this attack method, some prerequisites

have to be satisfied. In this case, there must be component c with component property cp that

can impact desirable property dp of the victim v. After this prerequisite is fulfilled, the attacker

can execute this attack method by following a plan which consists of performing the other attack

methods to achieve 2 subgoals sequentially. The first subgoal is to place the attacker on foothold

machine fm with foothold role fr and takes control of component c with component property cp.

The second subgoal is the attacker uses the control of component c to affect component property

cp. These other attack methods are represented as the yellow highlighted attack method step 1

and step 2 in Figure 4-1. In order to achieve the first subgoal, the attacker can execute an attack

method to take control of a component directly or indirectly as shown in Figure 4-2 and 4-3.

Regarding the attack method take control of directly in Figure
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prerequisites
component c with component-property cp can impact desirable-property dp of victim v

attack-method
affect-property-by-controlling-impacting-component

attack-method
affect-property-by-controlling-impacting-component-step1

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes control of component c with component property cp

attack-method
affect-property-by-controlling-impacting-component-step2

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a uses control of component c to affect component-property cp

achieve
affect desirable-property dp of victim v on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-1: Attack method affect-property-by-controlling-impacting-component

H-2, it can also be reduced into another subgoal which is to take direct control of. There are three

possible attack methods to fulfil this subgoal including control process through loadable files, use

buffer overflow to control server process, and control the network stack as shown in Figure 4-4,

4-5, and 4-6. Regarding the attack method control process through loadable file in Figure 4-4, the

attacker starts with achieving the subgoal to modify contents of file f which is dynamically loadable

code file of a program on foothold machine fm with foothold role fr. Then the attack performs an

attack action to load file f on victim v. The attack action is highlighted in red to represent the

leaf node of the step in the attack method. Another attack method in Figure 4-5 is to execute an

action to take control of process pc with buffer overflow which
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attack-method
take-control-of-directly

attack-method
take-control-of-directly-stepl

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes direct control of component c with component-property cp

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes control of component c with component-property cp

Figure 4-2: Attack method take-control-of-directly

attack-method
take-control-of-indirectly

attack-method
take-control-of-indirectly-step1

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes indirect control of victim v with victim-property vp

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes control of victim v with victim-property vp

Figure 4-3: Attack method take-control-of-indirectly
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attack-method
control-process-through-loadable-files

attack-method
control-process-through-loadable-files-step1

achieve
attacker a modifies contents of file f which is dynamically loadable code file

of a program on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attack-action
attacker a loads file f on victim v

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes direct control of victim process pc

Figure 4-4: Attack method control-process-through-loadable-files

prerequisites
process pc is vulnerable to buffer overflow attack

attack-method
buffer-overflow-can-control-server-processes

attack-action
attacker a takes control of process pc with buffer overflow

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm as foothold-role fr

attacker a takes direct control of process pc with process property pp

Figure 4-5: Attack method buffer-overflow-can-control-server-process
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attack-method
control-the-network-stack

attack-method
control-the-network-stack-step1

achieve
attackersaachieves remote shell fromattacker-machine am

as asuperuser with foothold-role frto os-instance os

attack-action
attacker a control network-tack ns from attacker-machine am

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes direct control of network stack ns

Figure 4-6: Attack method control-the-network-stack

results in the attacker takes direct control of process pc. However, the prerequisite is process pc

must be vulnerable to buffer overflow attack. The other attack method shown in Figure 4-6 is to

control the network stack. The attacker has to first fulfil the subgoal to achieve remote shell from

attacker-machine am as a superuser with foothold role fr to os instance os and then execute the

action to control network stack ns from attacker machine am. To fulfil the subgoal to modify

contents of file f in Figure 4-4, the attacker can follow the attack method to modify loadable code

in Figure 4-7 which consists of achieving 2 subgoals sequentially. First, the attacker achieves the

subgoal to modify code of the source file. Second, the attacker fulfils the subgoal to force

compilation of that source file into an object file. In the case of the attack method to control the

network stack in Figure 4-6, the attacker can achieve remote shell subgoal from the attack method

how to logon in Figure 4-8 which starts by fulfilling the subgoal to achieve knowledge of password

of user u in authorization pool p on foothold machine fm with foothold role fr and then performs

an attack action to login as user u to os instance os on foothold machine fin. In order to achieve

the first subgoal to modify code of source file sf as
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prerequisites
object-file obf is a dynamically loadable code file

source file of object-file obf is source-file sf

attack-method
modify-loadable-code

attack-method
modify-loadable-code-step1

achieve
attacker a modifies code of source-file sf

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attack-method
modify-loadable-code-step2

achieve
attacker a forces compilation of source-file sf into object-file obf

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve

attacker a modifies file-property fp of object-file obf

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-7: Attack method modify-loadable-code

shown in Figure 4-7, the attacker can execute the attack method modify through available access

rights when have then in Figure 4-9 or modify through available access rights in Figure 4-10

depending on whether the user has relevant capability to write the source file or not. If the attacker

has the write capability, he can achieve the subgoal to modify code of the source file by executing

the attack method modify through available access rights when have then as shown in Figure 4-

9. Otherwise, the attacker has to execute the attack method in Figure 4-10 which is first to fulfil

the subgoal to achieve access right to write the source file as user u with foothold role fr on

foothold machine fm and then execute the action to use that write access right to
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attack-method
how-to-logon

attack-method
how-to-log-on-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves knowledge of password of user u in authorization-pool p

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attack-action
attacker a ogin as user u to os-intance os on foothold-nachine fm

achieve
attacker a achieves remote shell from foothold-machine am

as user u with foothold-role fr to os-instance os

Figure 4-8: Attack method how-to-logon

prerequisites
foothold-role fr has relevant capability to write object ob

attack-method
modify-through-available-access-rights-when-have-then

achieve
attacker a modifies object-property obp of object ob

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-9: Attack method modify-through-available-access-rights-when-have-then
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prerequisites

foothold-role fr does not have relevant capability to write object ob

attack-method
modify-through-available-access-rights

attack-method
modify-through-available-access-rights-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves access right to write object ob as user u

with foothold-role fr on foothold-machine fm

attack-action
attacker a uses the write access right to write object ob as user u

with foothold-role fr on foothold-machine fm

achieve
attacker a modifies object-property obp of object ob

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-10: Attack method modify-through-available-access-rights

prerequisites
foothold-role fr has access right ar on object ob

attack-method
achieve-a-right-you-already-have

achieve
attacker a achieves access right ar on object ob as user u

with foothold-role fr on foothold-machine fm

Figure 4-11: Attack method achieve-a-right-you-already-have
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prerequisites
process pc has access right ar on object ob

attack-method
achieve-access-right-by-process-subversion

attack-method
achieve-access-right-by-process-subversion-step1

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes direct control of the execution of process pc

attack-action
attacker a uses the control to achieve access right at

on object ob on foothold-n achine fma

achieve
attacker a achieves access right ar on object ob as user u

with foothold-role fr on foothold-machine fm

Figure 4-12: Attack method achieve-access-right-by-process-subversion

modify the source file. In order to fulfil the first subgoal in Figure 4-10, the attacker can achieve

access right by either achieving a right he already has, achieving access right by process subversion,

or achieving access right by remote shell on target as shown in Figure 4-11 to 4-13. Each of these

attack methods has different prerequisite related to access right ar which determines whether the

attacker can execute it or not. From Figure 4-11, the foothold role fr of the attacker already has

access right ar on object ob. On the other hand, some process pc has access right ar on object ob

so the first subgoal in Figure 4-12 is to take direct control of the execution of process pc and it

can be done by following the attack method to control process through loadable files in Figure 4-

4 or to use buffer overflow to control server processes as shown in Figure 4-5. The prerequisite in

Figure 4-13 is the other user ou has capability cap which is the access right ar on object ob and

the attack method can be done by fulfilling the
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prerequisites
other-user ou has capability cap which is access right ar on object ob

attack-method
how-to-achieve-access-right-by-remote-shell-on-target

attack-method
how-to-achieve-access-right-by-remote-shell-on-target-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves remote shell from foothold-machine fm

as other-user ou with foothold-role fr to foothold-os fos

achieve
attacker a achieves access right ar on object ob as other-user ou

with foothold-role fr on foothold-machine fm

Figure 4-13: Attack method how-to-achieve-access-right-by-remote-shell-on-target

prerequisites
attacker a is user u

4.... ..... ..... .
attack-method

user-knows-own-password

attack-action
attacker a uses his own password of user u

to access resource r on foothold-machine fm

achieve
attacker a achieves knowledge of password of user u to access resource r

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-14: Attack method user-knows-own-password
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prerequisites
attacker a is not user u

attack-method
how-to-get-password-by-guessing

attack-method
how-to-get-password-by-guessing-step1

achieve
attacker a guesses password of user u to access resource r

achieve

attacker a achieves knowledge of password of user u to access resource r

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-15: Attack method how-to-get-password-by-guessing

subgoal to achieve remote shell from foothold machine fm as other user ou with foothold role fr

to foothold os fos. In order to accomplish the subgoal to achieve remote shell in Figure 4-13, the

attacker performs the attack method how to logon as shown in Figure 4-8. In order to fulfil the

first subgoal in Figure 4-8, there are several methods that the attacker may use to achieve

knowledge of password of user u as shown in Figure 4-14 to 4-18. Regarding the attack method in

Figure 4-14, the attacker is user u so he uses his own password of user u. If the attacker is not

user u, the attacker can guess password of user u as a subgoal shown in Figure 4-15. Another

method is to get system admin password is by bricking a machine as shown in Figure 4-16. The

attacker first achieves the subgoal to install malware keylogger on foothold machine fm. The

second subgoal is the attacker bricks foothold-machine fm. Thirdly, the attacker performs the

action to capture password through keylogger on foothold machine fm. In Figure 4-17, the attacker

uses the attack method to get password by phishing starting with the subgoal
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attack-method
get-sysadmin-password-by-bricking

attack-method
get-sysadmin-password-by-bricking-step1

achieve
attacker a installs malware key-logger on foothold-machine fm

attack-method
get-sysadmin-password-by-bricking-step2

achieve
attacker a bricks foothold machine fm

attack-action
attacker acaptures password through keylogger

onifoot hold-mnachine fm

achieve
attacker a achieves knowledge of password of user u to access resource r

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-16: Attack method get-sysadmin-password-by-bricking

to achieve connection to os instance os via protocol smtp from foothold machine fm with foothold

role fr. Then the attacker performs phishing attack on user u via email server process. Another

attack method is to get password by sniffing shown in Figure 4-18. This attack method is different

from any other attack methods which execute subplans sequentially. On the other hand, getting

password by sniffing executes its subplans in parallel. The attacker needs to execute another

attack method to fulfill a subgoal to observe network traffic on subnet sn where foothold machine

fm is located in parallel with executing the attack action to sniff a password of user u on subnet

sn. In order to achieve the subgoal to guess password of user u in Figure 4-15,
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attack-method
how-to-get-password-by-phishing

attack-method
how-to-get-password-by-phishing-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves connection to os-instance os via protocol smtp

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attack-action
attacker a performs phishing attack on user u via process p which is

email-server-process on foothold-machine fm

achieve
attacker a achieves knowledge of password of user u to access resource r

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-17: Attack method how-to-get-password-by-phishing

the attacker can performs dictionary lookup attack action to guess typical user password in Figure

4-19 or guess superuser password in Figure 4-20. Regarding the attack method get sysadmin

password by bricking in Figure 4-16, the first subgoal to install malware keylogger can be achieved

by executing attack method how to install malware which consists of one attack action to install

the malware type mwt on foothold-machine fm as shown in Figure 4-21. Then the second subgoal

to brick foothold machine fm in Figure 4-16 can be done by performing attack method brick

machine by kill disk as shown in Figure 4-22. The first subgoal of the attack method brick machine

by kill disk is to install malware Killdisk and this can be achieved by following attack method

how to install malware in Figure 4-21. After that, the attacker performs the attack action to fill

the disk on foothold machine fm with malware Killdisk. Regarding Figure 4-17, the attacker can

fulfil the first subgoal to achieve connection to os instance os via protocol smtp from foothold

machine fm with foothold role fr by executing attack method achieve connection by protocol in

Figure 4-23 or lateral motion in Figure 4-24.
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attack-method
how-to-get-password-by-sniffing

execute in parallel

attack-method
how-to-get-password-by-sniffing-stepA

achieve
attacker a with foothold-role fr

observes network traffic on subnet sn
where foothold-machine fm is located

attack-action
attacker a sniffs a password of user u on subnet sn

achieve
attacker a achieves knowledge of password of user u to access resource r

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-18: Attack method how-to-get-password-by-sniffing

attack-method
guess-typical-user

attack-action
attacker a performs password dictionary lookup attack

to get password of user u to access resource r

achieve
attacker a can guess password of user u to access resource r

Figure 4-19: Attack method guess-typical-user
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attack-method
guess-superuser-passwords

attack-action
attacker a performs password dictionary lookup attack

to get password of user su who is superuser to access resource r

achieve
attacker a can guess password of user u to access resource r

Figure 4-20: Attack method guess-superuser-passwords

attack-method
how-to-install-malware

attack-action
attacker a installs malware-type mwt on foothold-machine fm

achieve
attacker a installs malware-type mwt on foothold-machine fm

Figure 4-21: Attack method how-to-install-malware

Regarding Figure 4-23, the attacker has to perform the attack action to connect attacker machine

am via protocol-name ptc to victim-machine vm. In Figure 4-24 of lateral motion attack method,

there are 2 prerequisites including intermediate computer ic is reachable for remote execution via

ssh from attacker machine am and victim machine vm accepts connection via protocol name ptc

from intermediate computer ic. The lateral motion attack method has 2 subgoals. The first one is

for the attacker with attacker role ar to achieve remote execution from attacker machine am to

intermediate os instance ios as wh where wh might be a process, a user
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attack-method
brick-machine-by-kill-disk

attack-method
get-sysadmin-password-by-bricking-step1

achieve
attacker a installs malware kill-disk on foothold-machine fm

attack-action
attacker a fills disk on foothold machine fm with malware kill-disk

achieve
attacker a bricks foothold-machine fm

Figure 4-22: Attack method brick-machine-by-kill-disk

prerequisites
victim-machine vm accepts connection via protocol-name ptc from attacker-machine am

attack-method
achieve-connection-by-protocol

attack-action
attacker a connects attacker-machine am

via protocol-name ptc to victim-machine vm

achieve
attacker a achieves connection to victim-os-instance vos via protocol-name pte

from attacker-machine am with attacker-role ar

Figure 4-23: Attack method achieve-connection-by-protocol
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prerequisites
intermediate-computer ic is reachable for remote execution via ssh from attacker-machine am

victim-machine vm accepts connection via protocol-name ptc from intermediate-computer ic

attack-method
lateral-motion

attack-method
lateral-motion-step1

achieve
attacker a with attacker-role ar achieves remote execution

from attacker-machine am to intermediate-os-instance ios as wh

(wh might be a process, a user or something else)

attack-method
lateral-motion-step2

achieve
attacker a achieves connection via protocol-name ptc

from intermediate-computer ic to victim-os-instance vos as wh

achieve
attacker a achieves connection to victim-os-instance vos via protocol-name ptc

from intermediate-computer ic as wh

Figure 4-24: Attack method lateral-motion

or something else. The second subgoal is for the attacker to achieve connection via protocol name

ptc from intermediate computer ic to victim os instance vos as wh. In order to achieve the first

subgoal of remote execution, the attacker can perform attack method remote execution to remote

shell, remote execution to code injection, or remote execution to code reuse as shown in Figure 4-

25 to 4-27. Regarding Figure 4-25, the attacker can fulfil the subgoal to achieve remote shell by

performing attack action how to logon in Figure 4-8. If there exists process pc that is vulnerable

to overflow attack, the attacker can launch code injection as shown in Figure 28 or code reuse as

shown in Figure 29 to process pc from foothold machine fm with foothold
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attack-method
remote-execution-to-remote-shell

attack-method
remote-execution-to-remote-shell-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves remote shell from foothold-machine fm

as user u with foothold-role fr to os-instance os

achieve
attacker a with foothold-role fr achieves remote execution

from foothold-machine fm to os-instance os as user u

Figure 4-25: Attack method remote-execution-to-remote-shell

attack-method
remote-execution-to-code-injection

attack-method
remote-execution-to-code-injection-step1

achieve
attacker a with foothold-role fr achieves code injection

from foothold-machine fm to os-instance os as process pc

achieve
attacker a with foothold-role fr achieves remote execution
from foothold-machine fm to os-instance os as process pc

Figure 4-26: Attack method remote-execution-to-code-injection
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attack-method
remote-execution-to-code-reuse

attack-method
remote-execution-to-code-reuse-step1

achieve
attacker a with foothold-role fr achieves code reuse

from foothold-machine fm to os-instance os as process pc

achieve
attacker a with foothold-role fr achieves remote execution
from foothold-machine fm to os-instance os as process pc

Figure 4-27: Attack method remote-execution-to-code-reuse

prerequisites
process pc is vulnerable to overflow attack

attack-method
code-injection-against-web-server

attack-action
attacker al homhla(a todijection att ack to precss pcr

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a with foothold-role fr achieves code injection

from foothold-machine fm to os-instance os as process pc

Figure 4-28: Attack method code-injection-against-web-server
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prerequisites
process pc is vulnerable to overflow attack

attack-method
code-reuse-against-web-server

attack-action
attacker a launches code reuse attack to process pc

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a with foothold-rolefr achieves code reuse

from foothold-machine fm to os-instance os as process pc

Figure 4-29: Attack method code-reuse-against-web-server

role fr in order to fulfil the subgoal to achieve code injection in Figure 4-26 or code reuse in Figure

4-27. The second subgoal of attack method lateral motion in Figure 4-24 which is to achieve

connection via protocol name ptc from intermediate computer ic to victim os instance vos as wh

can be done by performing attack method achieve connection by protocol in Figure 4-23.

Regarding Figure 4-18 of the attack method how to get password by sniffing, the attacker can

achieve the subgoal to observe network traffic on subnet sn where foothold machine fm is located

by performing the attack method read network traffic in Figure 4-30. The first subgoal of the

attack method read network traffic is to take direct control of network stack ns with network

traffic as network stack property on foothold machine fm with foothold role fr. This subgoal can

be achieved by performing the attack method control the network stack in Figure 4-6. Then the

attacker executes the attack action to observe network traffic on subnet sn. Another approach to

take control of component c with component property cp in the first subgoal of Figure 4-1 is to

take indirect control as shown in Figure 4-3. In order to fulfil this subgoal, the attacker may

execute the attack method to control component through input as shown in Figure 4-31 or control

component through input size as shown in Figure 4-32. Regarding the attack method control

component through input in Figure 4-31, there is one
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attack-method
read-network-traffic

attack-method
read-network-traffic-step1

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes direct control of network-stack ns
with network-stack-property network-traffic

attack-action
atacke a bsrnietwork-traffic n sbetsn

achieve
attacker a affects performance of process pc from attacker-machine am

Figure 4-30: Attack method read-network-traffic

attack-method
control-component-through-input

attack-method
control-component-through-input-step1

achieve
attacker a modifies contents of input i

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr
where input i is input to thing th

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes indirect control of victim v with victim-property vp

Figure 4-31: Attack method control-component-through-input
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prerequisites
size of input i can impact victim-property vp of victim v

where input i is input to victim v

attack-method
control-component-through-input-size

attack-method
control-component-through-input-size-step1

achieve
attacker a modifies size of input i

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes indirect control of victim v with victim-property vp

Figure 4-32: Attack method control-component-through-input-size

subgoal for the attacker to modify contents of input i on foothold machine fm with foothold role

fr where input i is input to thing th and this subgoal can be achieved by executing the attack

method modify through available access rights when have then in Figure 4-9, modify through

available access rights in Figure 4-10, modify through part in Figure 4-33, or modify through

controller in Figure 4-34. Regarding the attack method modify through part in Figure 4-33, there

is one subgoal to modify component property cp of component c on foothold machine fm with

foothold role fr where component c is part of victim v and it can be achieved by executing the

attack method modify through available access rights when have then in Figure 4-9 or modify

through available access rights in Figure 4-10 depending on whether the user has relevant

capability to write the file f or not. Regarding the attack method modify through controller in

Figure 4-34, there are two subgoals similar to that of the attack method affect property by

controlling impacting component in Figure 4-1. The other technique to fulfil the subgoal to take

indirect control in Figure 4-3 is to perform the attack method control
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prerequisites
component c with component-property cp can impact victim-property vp of victim v

attack-method
modify-through-part

attack-method
modify-through-part-step1

achieve
attacker a modifies component-property cp of component c

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr
where component c is part of victim v

achieve
attacker a modifies victim-property vp of victim v

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-33: Attack method modify-through-part

component through input size as shown in Figure 4-32. The prerequisite of this method is the size

of input i can impact victim property vp of victim v where input i is input to victim v. After this

prerequisite is fulfilled, there is one subgoal for the attack to modify size of input i on foothold

machine fm with foothold role fr and this can be done by performing the attack method modify

size by increase size as shown in Figure 4-35. Regarding the attack method modify size by increase

size in Figure 4-35, there is one subgoal which is for the attacker to increase size of object ob on

foothold machine fm with foothold role fr and it can be achieved by executing the attack method

to modify active user set as shown in Figure 4-36. In order to achieve the subgoal to make user u

member of active user set aus in Figure 4-36, the attacker can perform the attack method join

active user set as shown in Figure 4-37 which contains one subgoal for the attacker to achieve

remote shell from foothold machine am as user u with foothold role fr to os instance os. This

subgoal can be achieved by executing the attack method how to logon in Figure 4-8. Regarding

the second subgoal in Figure 4-1 which is to use control of component c to affect component

property cp, the attacker can achieve this subgoal by performing the attack
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prerequisites
controller ct controls data-set ds

where controller ct is process and data-set ds is victim v

attack-method
modify-through-controller

attack-method
modify-through-controller-step1

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a takes control of controller ct with controlled-data-set victim v

attack-method
modify-through-controller-step2

achieve
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attacker a uses control of controller ct to affect victim-property vp of victim v

achieve
attacker a modifies victim-property vp of victim v

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-34: Attack method modify-through-controller

method to add jobs after job launcher is hacked in Figure 4-38 or to mung in core data structures

in Figure 4-39. If the attacker decides to follow the attack method to add jobs after the job

launcher is hacked in Figure 4-38, the attacker will perform the attack action to add user jobs as

input i which is os workload. Accordingly, the attacker uses control of os job admitter controller

ct to affect performance of target process tp on foothold-machine fm as foothold-role fr. If the

attacker selects to perform the attacker method to mung in core data structures as shown in

Figure 4-39, the attacker will perform the attack action to modify in-core data structures which

is data set ds of process pc on foothold machine fm as foothold role fr. As a result, the attacker

uses control of process pc to affect data integrity of data set ds on foothold
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attack-method
modify-size-by-increase-size

attack-method
modify-size-by-increase-size-step1

achieve
attacker a increases size of object ob

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a modifies size of object ob

on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-35: Attack method modify-size-by-increase-size

attack-method
modify-active-user-set

attack-method
modify-active-user-set-step1

achieve
attacker a makes user u member of active-user-set aus

achieve
attacker a increases size of active-user-set aus
on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-36: Attack method modify-active-user-set
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attack-method
join-active-user-set

attack-method
join-active-user-set-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves remote shell from foothold-machine am

as user u with foothold-role fr to os-instance os

achieve
attacker a makes user u member of active-user-set aus

Figure 4-37: Attack method join-active-user-set

attack-method
add-jobs-after-job-launcher-is-hacked

attack-action
attacker a adds userjobs as input i which is os-workload

achieve
attacker a uses control of os job admitter controller ct to affect performance of

target process tp on foothold-machine fm as foothold-role fr

Figure 4-38: Attack method add-jobs-after-job-launcher-is-hacked
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attack-method
mung-in-core-data-structures

attack-action
modify in-core data structure whichis data-set ds of process pc

on foothold-machine fm as foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a uses control of process pc to affect data-integrity of

data-set ds on foothold-machine fm as foothold-role fr

Figure 4-39: Attack method mung-in-core-data-structures

prerequisites
resource r with resource-property rp can impact desirable-property dp of victim v

attack-method
affect-property-by-affecting-input

attack-method
affect-property-by-affecting-input-step1 f

achieve
attacker a on attacker-machine am affects resource-property rp of resource r

achieve
attacker a on attacker-machine am affects desirable-property dp of victim v

Figure 4-40: Attack method affect-property-by-affecting-input
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prerequisites
desirable-property of process pc is performance

attack-method
increase-workload-to-decrease-performance

attack-method
increase-workload-to-decrease-performance-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves connection to os-instance os via protocol ptc

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attack-method
increase-workload-to-decrease-performance-step2

achieve
attacker a increases size of workload w

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a affects performance of process pc from attacker-machine am

Figure 4-41: Attack method increase-workload-to-decrease-performance

machine fm as foothold role fr.

Another way for the attacker to affect desirable property of the victim is by executing the

attack method to affect desirable property by affecting input as shown in Figure 4-40. The

prerequisite is there exists resource r with resource property rp that can impact desirable property

dp of victim v. Then the attacker on attacker machine am has to fulfil the subgoal to affect

resource property rp of resource r. This subgoal can achieved by the attack method to increase

workload to decrease performance, send lots of emails, read file property directly, write file

property directly, mung process output, or mung database as shown in Figure 4-41 to 4-46.

Regarding the attack method increase workload to decrease performance in Figure 4-41, the
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prerequisites
desirable-property of process pc is performance

attack-method
send-lots-of-emails

attack-method
sends-lots-of-emails-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves connection to os-instance os via protocol email

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

repeated-attack-actions
attackera bmits larg-email toprocess pc

from foothold-machaine fm with foothold-role ft

achieve
attacker a affects performance of process pc from attacker-machine am

Figure 4-42: Attack method send-lots-of-emails

prerequisite is the desirable property of process pc is performance. After satisfying this

prerequisite, the first subgoal is for the attacker to achieve connection to os instance os via protocol

ptc from foothold machine fm with foothold role fr and this can be done by executing the attack

method achieve connection by protocol in Figure 4-23 or lateral motion in Figure 4-24. Then the

second subgoal is to increase size of workload w from foothold machine fm with foothold role fr

and it can be achieved by the attack method increase workload by increasing job launch queue as

shown in Figure 4-47. The attack method increase workload by increasing job launch queue has

one subgoal which is to increase size of user job launce queue ujlq from foothold machine fm with

foothold role fr and this can be fulfilled by executing the attack method modify job request queue

as shown in Figure 4-48. In order to modify job request
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prerequisites
desirable-property of file f is data-privacy

attack-method
read-file-property-directly

attack-method
read-file-property-directly-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves knowledge of contents of file f

achieve
attacker a affects data-privacy of file f from attacker-machine am

Figure 4-43: Attack method read-file-property-directly

prerequisites
desirable-property of file f is data-integrity

attack-method
write-file-property-directly

attack-method
write-file-property-directly-step1

achieve
attacker a modifies contents of file f on foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a affects data-integrity of file f from attacker-machine am

Figure 4-44: Attack method write-file-property-directly
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attack-method
mung-process-output

attack-method
mung-process-output-stepl

achieve
attacker a is on attacker-machine am with role a

attacker a takes control of process pc with data-integrity as process-property

attack-method
mung-process-output-step2

achieve
attacker a is on attacker-machine am with role a

attacker a uses control of process pc to affect data-integrity of data-set ds
which is output of process pc

achieve
affect data-integrity of data-set ds on attacker-machine am with role attacker a

Figure 4-45: Attack method mung-process-output

queue, the attacker has to first fulfil the subgoal to achieve remote execution from attacker

machine am to os instance os as entity e and this can be done by performing the attack method

remote execution to remote shell, remote execution to code injection, or remote execution to code

reuse as shown in Figure 4-25 to 4-27. Then the attacker performs the attack action to submit

user jobs to user job launch queue ujlq as entity e. Regarding the attack method send lots of

emails in Figure 4-42, one prerequisite is desirable property of process pc is performance. After

satisfying this prerequisite, the attacker can fulfil the first subgoal to achieve connection to os

instance os via protocol email from foothold machine fm with foothold role fr by executing the

attack method achieve connection by protocol in Figure 4-23 or lateral motion in Figure 4-24.

Then the attacker perform the repeated attack action to submit large email to process pc from

foothold machine fm with foothold role fr. In Figure 4-43 of the attack method read file
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attack-method
mung-database

attack-method
mung-database-step1

achieve
attacker a achieves connection to database-os dbos via database-protocol

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attack-method
mung-database-step2

achieve
attacker modifies data-integrity of database db
from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
affect data-integrity of database db from attacker-machine am with role attacker a

Figure 4-46: Attack method mung-database

property directly, the prerequisite is the desirable property of file f is data privacy and the subgoal

is for the attacker to achieve knowledge of contents of file f. In order to achieve this subgoal, the

attacker can perform the attack method how to read a file as shown in Figure 4-49. The attack

method of how to read a file starts with the subgoal for the attacker to achieve read access right

on file f as user u with foothold role fr on foothold machine fm and this subgoal can be satisfied

by executing the attack method to achieve access right by either achieving a right he already has,

achieving access right by process subversion, or achieving access right by remote shell on target

as shown in Figure 4-11 to 4-13. Then the attacker performs attack actions to read file f with

rights of user u, opens ftp connection from attacker machine am, and transmits data of file f to

attacker machine am. Regarding the attack method to write file property directly in Figure 4-44,

the prerequisite is desirable property of file f is data integrity. The attacker has to fulfil the subgoal

to modify contents of file f on foothold machine fm with foothold role fr and this can be done by

executing the attack method modify through available access rights when have then in Figure 4-

9 or modify through available access rights in Figure
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attack-method
increase-workload-by-increasing-job-launch-queue

attack-method
increase-workload-by-increasing-job-launch-queue-step1

achieve
attacker a increases size of user-job-launch-queue ujlq

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

achieve
attacker a increases size of os-workload osw

from foothold machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-47: Attack method increase-workload-by-increasing-job-launch-queue

attack-method
modify-job-request-queue

attack-method
modify-job-request-queue-stepl

achieve
attacker a with role a achieves remote execution

from attacker-machine am to os-instance os as entity e

repeated-attack-actions
attacker a submits user jobs to user-job-launch-queue ujlg as entity e

achieve
attacker a increases size of user-job-launch-queue ujlq

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

Figure 4-48: Attack method modify-job-request-queue
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attack-method
how-to-read-a-file

attack-method
how-to-read-a-file-stepl

achieve
attacker a achieves read access right on file f as user u

with foothold-role fr on foothold-machine fm

attack-action
attacker areads file fwith rights of user u

Attack-action
attacker a opens ftp connection from attacker machine am

attack-action
ttacker a transmits data of file f to attacker macine am

achieve
attacker a achieves knowledge of contents of file f

Figure 4-49: Attack method how-to-read-a-file

H-10 depending on whether the user has relevant capability to write the file f or not. Regarding

the attack method mung process output in Figure 4-45, there are 2 subgoals. The first subgoal is

the attacker takes control of process pc with data integrity as process property and this can be

fulfilled by performing the attack method to take control of a component directly as shown in

Figure 4-2. The second subgoal is to use control of process pc to affect data integrity of data set

ds which is the output of process pc. In order to achieve the second subgoal, the attacker can

perform the attack method to mung in core data structures in Figure 4-39. Regarding the attack

method to mung database in Figure 4-46, the attacker has to fulfil 2 subgoals. The first
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prereguisite
signal sn is output of sensor-machine sm
signal sn is input of controller-process ctp

either controller-machine ctm can be mastered by attacker-machine am via bus b
or controller-machine ctm is the same machine as attacker-machine am

attack-method
fake-sensor-data

attack-method
fake-sensor-data-step1

achieve
attacker a with role a achieves remote execution

from attacker-machine am to attacker-os aos as entity e

attack-action
attacker a uses attacker-machine am to issue false sensor data report

as signal sn sent via bus b to controller-machine ctm

achieve
affect accuracy of controller-process ctp

from attacker-machine fm with role attacker a

Figure 4-50: Attack method fake-sensor-data

subgoal is for the attacker to achieve connection to database os dbos via database protocol from

foothold machine fm with foothold role fr which can be done by executing the attack method

achieve connection by protocol in Figure 4-23 or lateral motion in Figure 4-24. The second subgoal

is for the attacker to modify data integrity of database db from foothold machine fm with foothold

role fr and this can be achieved by executing the attack method modify through available access

rights when have then in Figure 4-9 or modify through available access rights in Figure 4-10

depending on whether the user has relevant capability to write the database db or not.

The other attack methods relevant to control systems are fake sensor data in Figure 4-50

and sensor data injection attack in Figure 4-51. Regarding the attack method fake sensor
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prerequisite
machine in has system-role as sensor

attacker a is proximate to radio of victim v

attack-method
sensor-injection-attack

attack-action
attacker a performs signal noise injection

on signal sn sent from machine m

achieve
affect data integrity of signal sn

from attacker-machine fm with role attacker a

Figure 4-51: Attack method sensor-injection-attack

data in Figure 4-50, there are three prerequisites to be satisfied including signal sn is output of

sensor machine sm, signal sn is input of control process ctp, and either controller machine ctm

can be mastered by attacker machine am via bus b or controller machine ctm is the same machine

as attacker machine am. After these prerequisites are satisfied, the first subgoal is for the attacker

to achieve remote execution from attacker machine am to attacker os aos as entity e and this can

be achieved by executing the attack method remote execution to remote shell, remote execution

to code injection, or remote execution to code reuse as shown in Figure 4-25 to 4-27. After fulfil

the subgoal of achieving remote execution, the attacker performs the attack action to use attacker

machine am to issue false sensor data report as signal sn sent via bus b to controller machine ctm.

Regarding the attack method sensor injection attack in Figure 4-51, the prerequisites include

machine m has system role as sensor and the attacker is proximate to radio of victim v. After

these prerequisites are fulfilled, the attacker can execute the attack action to perform signal noise

injection on signal sn sent from machine m. As a result, data integrity of signal sn is affected from

attacker machine am with role attacker a.

Another category of attack method is quick hack for botnet recruitment ala Mirai. The

only attack method in this category is recruit to mirai botnet as shown in Figure 4-52. The
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attack-method
recruit-to-mirai-botnet

attack-action
attacker a performs port scan on victim-machine vin

from attacker-machine am to find telnet-ports

attack-method
recruit-to-mirai-botnet-step2

achieve
attacker a achieves connection to victim-os vos via telnet

from foothold-machine fm with foothold-role fr

attack-action
attacker a logins as white-list-member to victim-os vos

from foothod-machine fm

attack-action
attacker a is on foothold-machine fm and downloads malware

rnira-client from source to victim-machine vm

achieve
affect independence of cycle-pool cyp

from attacker-machine am with role attacker a

Figure 4-52: Attack method recruit to mirai botnet

attack method starts with executing the attack action to perform port scan on victim machine vm

from attacker machine am to find telnet ports. In the second step, the attacker has to fulfil the

subgoal to achieve connection to victim os vos via telnet from foothold machine fm with foothold

role fr and this can be achieved executing the attack method achieve connection by protocol in

Figure 4-23 or lateral motion in Figure 4-24. Thirdly, the attacker performs the attack action to
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login as white list member to victim os vos from foothold machine fin. Finally, the attacker is on

foothold machine fm and downloads malware mirai client from source to victim machine vm.
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Chapter 5

PDDL Attack Rules

The PDDL attack rules describe a set of preconditions that have to be satisfied before an action

can take place and also specify the effects after the action is performed. In order to achieve an

attack goal, an attacker may need to perform series of actions which is equivalent to an attack

plan. One systematic way to find an attack plan is to use an attack planner. In the past, a planner

had limited computing resource so a HTN planner was developed to effectively utilize the resource.

The final goal was divided into series of subgoals for the HTN planner to solve it step by step.

Nowadays, planners become more powerful and can solve a massive problem without the need to

dividing it into smaller subgoals. Moreover, the first HTN planner for cyber security was

implemented in LISP because it was the widely used and high performance programming at that

period. However, LISP becomes less popular and requires steep learning curve in order to maintain

or develop new features. Currently, Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [39] is a

standard language used in International Planning Competition (IPC). This is one reason why

formulating cybersecurity domain and problem in PDDL can benefit from a large number of high

quality planners entering this competition. This is why it is worth to reimplement an existing

HTN planner in LISP into a generative planner in PDDL as we will benefit from large and active

PDDL planning community.

We adopted the attack rules from the first HTN planner for cyber security called Joshua

[34]. As Joshua is implemented in LISP, we convert the attack rules into PDDL and solve them

by generative planner called Optic [38]. The reason we use 2 planners is because Optic is actively

developed and maintained but does not support derived predicates while Fast Downward does.
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The converted attack rules are classified into eleven categories including performance, data

integrity, direct control, indirect control, modification, performance related specifics, access right,

logging in, passwords, connecting, and network traffic. Some attack rules which are specific to the

system definition of our case study are also added. The flow of attack rules are represented in the

format of the following figures. As shown in Figure 5-1, some preconditions must be met in order

to execute an attack action and after executing that action, there will be some consequent effects.

<preconditions>

<action>

<effects>

Figure 5-1: General attack rule

The first category of attack rules belongs to a set of performance attack rules. There are

two actions including send lots of email and increase workload by increasing job launch queue as

shown in Figure 5-2. Sending lots of emails or email floods can cause the target computer c to

stop functioning or operate at much lower capacity because it has to handle a very large amount

of emails [461. The situation goes worse if those emails also have large attachments. Accordingly,

any process p running on the computer c will encounter performance degradation. The attacker

may conduct this type of attack by using software to automatically send emails at fast speed,

having many people sending emails to the target account at the same time, or using subscription

bombing. In order to perform subscription bombing, the attacker use programs to automatically

discover sign-up forms on websites and subscribe the target email account to those forms [47].

Consequently, thousands of emails will be sent to the target account within a short span of time.

Another action that can affect performance of the process p is to increase workload by increasing

job launch queue. A job queue keeps track of jobs submitted by a user of a computer and a job

scheduler dispatches those jobs to processors by following job scheduling algorithms of that
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computer architecture [48]. Either increasing size of the job launch queue or continuously feeding

new jobs to the queue can lead to increasing workload because there will always be jobs available

in the queue. This can make processors busy continuously for longer period of time by executing

these jobs and results in poorer performance of processes running on this computer because

resources are fully occupied.

preconditions
desirable property of process p is performance

preconditions process p can launch new job to job launch request queue j
desirable property of process p is performance operating system s has workload w

computer c runs process p computer c runs process p

action 
action

edltoincrease workload by
sendlotsofemail increasing job launch queue

effects effects
attacker t affects performance of process p attacker t affects performance of process p

on computer c by email on computer c by workload

Figure 5-2: Performance attack rules

The second category of attack rules are about data integrity or the correctness of the data.

This type of attack will be performed if the desirable property that the attacker wants to

manipulate is data integrity. There are two actions involved in this categories including write file

property directly and takes control of to affect resource data integrity as shown in Figure 5-3. If

the attacker can write the file property directly, the file content can be completely manipulated

which violates data integrity. In order to gain the capability to write the file, the server connecting

to the storage whose directory contains the target file must be exploited. Another way to affect

data integrity of data set d which is the output of process p can be done by taking control of

process p. Once process p is under the attacker's control, the attacker can govern the process to

produce output by following his preferences.
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preconditions
desirable property of file f is data integrity preconditions

server svis exploited attacker ttakes control of process p
server sv is onnected ostorawith process property r on computer cserver svis connected to storage scoptrcunpoesp

storage s has directory d computerc runsprocess p
directory d stores filef processphasdatasetdasoutput

actionaction
takes control of toaffectwrite file property directly tetJ
resource data integrity

effects effects
attacker t affects data integrity of file f attacker t affects data integrity of data set d

Figure 5-3: Data integrity attack rules

The third category of attack rules belongs to direct control attack rules consisting of an

action to load loadable file to control process and to take control with buffer overflow as shown

in Figure 5-4. Some processes may have a loadable file which is loaded when the processes begin

and/or enter some states where values need to be read from a file. If the process that the attacker

wants to take control of has a loadable file, the attacker may modify that file in order to gain

control of that process once the file is loaded. Another method to take control of a process is via

buffer overflow. A program is vulnerable to buffer overflow if it contains a buffer array that keeps

input and there is no mechanism to check the size of the input [50]. This allows the input to be

written past the bound of the buffer array. The input exceeding the end of buffer array may

contain malicious code and is injected at a certain memory address. The overflow content also

overwrites the return address of a function call to point to the address of the injected code. Once

the function returns, the attack code is executed and it can help the attacker to gain control of

the target process. As C language does not perform array bounds checking and C programmers

tend to omit error checking in order not to adversely affect executing performance, a lot of C

programs are very likely to have buffer overflow vulnerabilities.
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preconditions
attacker t modifies contents of file f

computer c runs process p
process p has loadable file f

action
load loadable file to control3

process

effects
attacker t takes direct control of

process p with property r

preconditions
process p is vulnerable to buffer overflow

action
take control with
buffer overflow I

effects
attacker t takes direct control of
process p with process property r

Figure 5-4: Direct control attack rules

The fourth category of attack rules is about indirect control attack rules. There are two

actions in this attack category including modify input size and modify input contents. These two

actions have quite similar preconditions and the only difference is the ability of the attacker to

either modify input size or contents. Since modifying the input size or contents to the process can

affect the process property, the attacker can then take indirect control of that process.

preconditions
computer c runs process p

computer resource cr is input of process p
process p has process property pr
attacker t can modify input size of

process p in computer c

action
modify input size 3

effects
attacker t takes indirect control of process p

with process property pr on computer c

preconditions
computer c runs process p

computer resource cr is input of process p
process p has process property pr

attacker t can modify input contents of
process p in computer c

action
modify input contents

effects
attacker t takes indirect control of process p

with process property pr on computer c

Figure 5-5: Indirect control attack rule
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The fifth category of attack rules is classified as a set of modification attack rules. There

are seven actions in this category including modify through part, modify source code, force

compilation, use access right to modify, modify active user set, modify file, and submit user jobs

repeatedly. Regarding the first action, the attacker modifies a component which is part of the

victim. In the second action, the attacker modifies source code of a program that is vulnerable to

execute arbitrary code. After modifying the source code, the attacker can perform the third action

to force compilation of that source file. Consequently, the malicious code is executed and the

server keeping this file is exploited. Fourthly, the attacker begins by achieving access right. This

access right allows the attacker to perform the action to modify some computer resource.

preconditions
component c with property pc

impacts victim v with property pv
because it is part of the victim

action
modify through part a

effects
attacker t modifies victim v

with property pv

preconditions
attacker modifies source file f
source file f has file property r

process p with source file f on server s
is vulnerable to execute arbitrary code

action
force compilation Ii

effects
attacker t modifies file property r

server s is exploited

preconditions
process p with source file f on server sv
is vulnerable to execute arbitrary code

action
modify source code

effects
attacker t modifies source file f

preconditions
attacker t achieves access right

to write computer resource r of user u

action
use access right to modify

effects
attacker t modifies

computer resource r with property p

Figure 5-6: Modification attack rules (action 1-4)
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As shown in Figure 5-7, the fifth action is to modify the active user set which changes its size.

Sixthly, the attacker modifies a file by manipulating its content. In the seventh action, the attacker

repeatedly submits user jobs which results in the similar fashion as increasing size of the job launch

request queue.

preconditions preconditions

none none

action action
modify active user set modify file

effects effects
attacker t modifies size of user set s attacker modifies contents of file f

preconditions
attacker t achieves logon of user u

on server s running operating system o

action
submit user jobs repeatedly

effects
attacker t increases size of

job launch request queue in server s

Figure 5-7: Modification attack rules (action 5-7)

The sixth category of the attack rules belongs to a set of performance related specifics

attack rules. There are two actions in this category including add jobs after job launcher is hacked

and modify the core data structures as shown in Figure 5-8. Regarding the first action, the attacker

can add arbitrary number of jobs to the job launcher after it is hacked. As a result, the attacker

can use control of the job scheduler to affect resource performance on the computer. In the case

of the second action, the attacker already control a process that produce an output and uses that

control to modify the data structures in core.
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preconditions
computer c runs process p

attacker t takes direct control of process p with process property r
process p has OS job admitter j
process p has process property r

operating system o has workload w

action
add jobs after job launcher is hacked)

effects
attacker t uses control of OS job admitter j belongs to process p

to affect resource performance on computer c

preconditions
None

action
modify incore data

structures I
effects

attacker t uses control of process p
to affect resource data integrity of data set d

Figure 5-8: Performance related specifics attack rules

The seventh category of attack rules belongs to the set of access right attack rules. There

are two actions in this category including read with rights of and takes direct control of to achieve

access right as shown in Figure 5-9. Regarding the first action, the attacker read a file with

appropriate right which will affect data privacy of the file. In the second action, the attacker takes

direct control of a process in order to achieve its access right.

preconditions
desirable property of file f

for attacker t is data privacy

action
read with rights of

preconditions
process p has permission of right h

on computer resource r
server s runs process p

action
takes direct control of to

achieve access right3
effect

attacker t affects data privacy of file f
effect

attacker t achieve access right of user u on computer c

Figure 5-9: Access right attack rules
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The eighth category of the attack rules is classified into a set of logging in attack rules.

There are two actions in this category including logon as admin and logon as user as shown in

Figure 5-10. These two actions have quite similar preconditions and effects except logon as admin

requires that the logon account has admin access right while another action requires user access

right. Moreover, logging in as admin also leads to the server is exploited because the admin has

full control over the server unlike a normal user. In order to logon, the attacker must know the

password of the target account with appropriate access right on the server and connects to the

server via SSH. In addition, the attacker's laptop must be in the same group as the server that it

wants to logon to and the server has a certain active user set. After logging on, the attacker

achieve the access right based on the account he logon to and the logon user becomes a member

of the active user set which increases the size of the active user set.

preconditions
attacker t achieves knowledge of password

of user u in group g on server s
attacker t achieves connection via SSH
on server s running operating system o

user u has admin access right on server s
user u uses laptop 1

server s runs operating system o
laptop 1 is in group g
server s is in group g

server s has active user set e

action
logon as admin

preconditions
attacker t achieves knowledge of password

of user u in group g on server s
attacker t achieves connection via SSH
to server s running operating system o
user u has user access right on server s

user u uses laptop 1
server s runs operating system o

laptop 1 is in group g
server s is in group g

server s has active user set e

J action
logon as user I

effects
attacker t achieves access right

ofuser u on server s
attacker t makes user u a member

of active user set e on server s
attacker t increases size

of active user set e of server s
attacker t achieves logon as user u on
server s running operating system o

server s is exploited

effects
attacker t achieves access right

ofuser u on server s
attacker t makes user u a member

of active user set e on server s
attacker t increases size

of active user set e of server s
attacker t achieves logon as user u on
server s running operating system o

Figure 5-10: Logging in attack rules
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The ninth category of attack rules belongs to a set of passwords attack rules. As shown in

There are four actions in this category including use own password, get password by dictionary

lookup attack, get password by phishing attack and password by sniffing. All of these four actions

have the same effect which is the attacker achieves knowledge of password of a target user in a

target group. However, these actions have different preconditions. Regarding the first action, the

user is himself the attacker and the user has access right on the target computer so the attacker

just use his own password. In case of the second action, the attacker is not the same person as the

target user, and the target user uses a laptop which is in the same group as

preconditions
user u is attacker t

user u has user access right on computer c
computer c is in group g

action
use own password 3

effects
attacker t achieves knowledge of password of

user u in group g on computer c

preconditions
attacker t achieves connection via email

to computer c running operating system o
computer c runs process p

action
get password by phishing

attack

effects
attacker t achieves knowledge of password of

user u in group g on computer c

preconditions
attacker t is not the same person as user u

user u uses laptop 1
laptop 1 is in group g
server s is in group g

action
get password by dictionary

lookup attack

effects
attacker t achieves knowledge of password of

user s in group g on server s

preconditions
attacker t observes network traffic of subnet n

computer c is in group g

action
get password by sniffing

effects
attacker t achieves knowledge of password of

user u in group g on computer c

Figure 5-11: Passwords attack rules
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the target server. Given the aforementioned preconditions, the attacker can get the password by

dictionary lookup attack. In terms of the third action, the attacker achieves connection via email

to the target computer. Hence, the attacker can perform phishing attack to get password of the

target user. To elaborate, phishing attack is one type of social engineering attack in which the

attacker sends spoofed email messages to deceive readers in leaking sensitive information like

passwords to the attacker (511. The fourth action in this category is get password by sniffing where

the attacker observes the traffic over the network of the target subnet.

The tenth category of the attack rules is classified into a set of connecting attack rules.

There are three actions in this category including connect via email, connect via SSH and

preconditions
computer c running operating system o

accepts connection via email of attacker t

action
connect via email

preconditions
computer c running operating system o

accepts connection via SSH of attacker t

a
effects

attacker t achieves connection via email
to computer c running operating system o

action
connect via SSH a

effects
attacker t achieves connection via SSH

to computer c running operating system o

preconditions
computer c running operating system o

accepts connection via telnet of attacker t

action
connect via telnet 3

effects
attacker t achieves connection via telnet

to computer c running operating system o

Figure 5-12: Connecting attack rules
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connect via telnet as shown in Figure 5-12. The preconditions and effects of these three actions

are quite similar. Starting with the target computer must accept the connection specified in the

action and after performing that action, the attacker achieves email, SSH or telnet connection to

the computer.

The eleventh category of the network traffic attack rules is classified as a set of network

traffic attack rules. There are two actions in this category including control the network stack and

read network traffic as shown in Figure 5-13. Regarding the first action, the attacker has to start

by logging on as a user to the target server. Then the attacker controls the network stack which

allows the attacker to directly control the network stack property. After the attacker takes direct

control of the network stack property and is in the target subnet, the attacker can perform an

action to read network traffic of that subnet.

preconditions preconditions
attacker t achieves logon as user u to server s attacker t takes direct control of network stack n

running operating system o with network stack property p
network stack n has network stack property p attacker t is in subnet s

server s runs operating system o

action action
control the network stack read network traffic

effects effects
attacker t takes direct control network stack n attacker t observes network traffic of subnet s

with network stack property p

Figure 5-13: Network traffic attack rules

Finally, we have to add some extra attack rules which are specific to our case study. There

are four additional actions including exploit router r, exploit switch sw, disconnect source device

src from target device tgt, and find vulnerability of buffer overflow in server sv. Regarding the

first action, the attacker wants to exploit a router which is connected the internet and that router

must have a vulnerability. Then after the router is exploited, the attacker can perform the second

action to exploit a switch which has a vulnerability and is connected to the exploited router. The

third action is to disconnect a source device from a target device given that the source device is
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exploited. Regarding the fourth action, the attacker can find a vulnerability of buffer overflow in

a server if there is program libxp installed on that server and that server is connected to an

exploited switch. As a result, that server is also vulnerable to execute arbitrary code in source file.

preconditions
router r is connected to the internet

router r has a vulnerability

action
exploit router r

effects
router r is exploited

preconditions
source device src is connected to target device tgt

source device src is exploited

action
disconnect source device src

from target device tgt

effects
source device src is not connected

to target device tgt

preconditions
router r is exploited

switch sw is connected to router r
switch sw has a vulnerability

action
exploit switch sw

effects
switch sw is exploited

preconditions
switch sw is exploited

switch sw is connected to server sv
program libxp is installed on server sv

action
find vulnerability of

buffer overflow in server sv

effects
server sv is vulnerable

to execute arbitrary code
in source file f via process p

Figure 5-14: Case study attack rules
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In order to run these attack rules in a planner, they have to be encoded into PDDL.

Examples of these PDDL actions are shown in figure 5-15 to 5-19.

Figure 5-15: PDDL actions to exploit router and switch

(:action find-vulnerability-to-execute-arbitrary-code
:parameters (?sw - switch ?sv - server ?proc - process ?src-f - source-file)
:precondition (and

(is-exploited ?sw)
(is-connected ?sw ?sv)
(install-program-freetype ?sv ?proc ?src-f)

:effect (vulnerable-to-execute-arbitrary-code ?proc ?src-f ?sv)

Figure 5-16: PDDL action to find vulnerability to execute arbitrary code

(:action modify-source-code
:parameters (?att - attacker ?proc - process ?src-f - source-file ?sv - server)
:precondition (vulnerable-to-execute-arbitrary-code ?proc ?src-f ?sv)
:effect (source-code-is-modified ?att ?src-f)

Figure 5-17: PDDL action to modify source code
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(:action exploit-router
:parameters (?r - router)
:precondition (and

(is-connected-to-internet ?r)
(has-vulnerability ?r)

:effect (is-exploited ?r)
)

(:action exploit-switch
:parameters (?sw - switch ?r - router)
:precondition (and

(is-exploited ?r)
(is-connected ?sw ?r)
(has-vulnerability ?sw)

:effect (is-exploited ?sw)



(:action force-compilation
:parameters (?att - attacker ?src-f - source-file ?f-prop - file-property ?sv- server ?proc - process)
:precondition (and

(source-code-is-modified ?att ?src-f)
(file-has-property ?src-f ?f-prop)
(vulnerable-to-execute-arbitrary-code ?proc ?src-f ?sv)

:effect (and
(modify ?att ?f-prop)
(is-exploited ?sv)

Figure 5-18: PDDL action to force compilation

(:action write-file-property-directly
:parameters (?att - attacker ?f - file ?dir - directory ?sv -server ?strg- storage)
:precondition (and

(desirable-property-is-data-integrity ?f)
(is-exploited ?sv)
(is-connected ?sv ?strg)
(has-directory ?strg ?dir)
(store-file ?dir ?f)

:effect (affect-data-integrity ?att ?f)

Figure 5-19: PDDL actions to write file property directly

One shortcoming of manual PDDL planning is the different style in domain and problem

encoding by each cyber security expert. As a result, models are different while they might convey

the same meaning. Hence, it is difficult to compare each model and check for redundancy or

incompleteness. There is a procedure that adopts widely used and comprehensive security

frameworks in order to produce the unique and standardized attack models. Adopting frameworks

that systematically go through when, where, what, and how the attack can be done [35] is one

promising approach to solve this discrepancy in PDDL modelling. In addition, the framework

knowledge base is pulled from the standardize framework like Common Attack Pattern

Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) [361, and MITRE's Adversarial Tactics, Techniques,

and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) Matrix [37] which provides high coverage and is actively

maintained. At the first level, the "when" layer, is populated with entries from Lockheed Martin

Cyber Kill Chain. Secondly, "where" the attack takes place is determined from the Open Web

Application Security Project (OWASP) Surface Areas. Those surface areas can be categorized

into four main categories: software/hardware, architecture, network and organizational. Third,
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the technique used for attacking is represented as "what". These techniques come from MITRE

Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) and Adversarial Tactics,

Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) Matrix. Finally, the fourth level shows "how"

to perform those attack techniques in "what" layer. Kali tools and MITRE listed exploits are used

to populate this final level. Regarding "when" layer, it illustrates the phases that the attack takes

place including reconnaissance, weaponize, deliver, exploit, control, execute, and maintain.

Starting with the attacker develops a target in reconnaissance phase, then the attacker weaponizes

the attack by putting it in a form to be executed on the victim's computer or network. Next, that

vulnerability from previous state is delivered to the target. After that, the vulnerability is

exploited. As a consequence, the attacker can take control of the initial victim following by

executing the attack plan. Lastly, the attacker wants to maintain the control over the victim for

long-term access. As this procedure is very comprehensive and consists of exhaustive number of

layers, the attack plan might accumulate up to a hundred of actions. There might be a need to

refine those output actions into an applicable plan in the real world. Moreover, the entries in the

framework keep growing as it is actively maintained to be up to date. Hence, being able to

incorporate those changes in a timely manner is also another point to pay attention to. The

pseudocode of how to exfiltrate data from server7 by adopting master attack rule framework is

shown in figure 5-20.
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Goal: Exfiltrate Data from server7
If the goal is to Exfiltrate Data

then you have to do
AND
Recon

If the goal is to do Recon
then you have to do Recon on

AND
OWASP Surface Alea Categorv 1: NIt work

Device Network Services
If the goal is to do Recon on Device Network Services

then you have to do
OR
Fingerprinting

AND
If the goal is to fingerprint network services

then exploit "Information Exposure" weakness (CWE-200)
If the goal is to exploit the "Information Exposure" weakness

then use nmap
Protocol Analysis..
Footprinting...
Excavation...
Interception...
Reverse Engineering...
Information Elicitation...

Ecosystem Communication...
Network Traffic...

OWASiPSurface Areaateory 2: Soflware liarhvare ---

Device Memory...
Device Firmware...
Hardware (Sensors)...

-- \O ASP Surfae Area Catekor\ 3: Architect re---

Device Physical Interfaces...
Device Web Interface...
Administrative Interface...
Cloud Web Interface...
Update Mechanism...
Mobile Application...
Authentication/Authorization...

---OASI Strf(e Area (at tory 1: Oiranlizatioalw---

Local Data Storage...
Third-Party Backend APIs...
Vendor Backend APIs...
Ecosystem General...
Privacy

Weaponize....
Deliver...
Exploit...
Control...

Figure 5-20: Pseudocode of how to exfiltrate data from server7 by adopting master attack rule

framework
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Chapter 6

Evaluation: Operational Technology

Organization X Case Study

One of the challenging goals for cyber security research is to work on the real data from real world

system. The main concern of data provider is about leaking sensitive data to potential attackers.

We have spent more than 3 years to get this data set from an operational technology organization

X. It is a long-term process to gain trustworthiness. Moreover, data collection from the system

requires substantial effort in anonymizing the data. Data analysis is also not straightforward as

we also need to take the level of confidence of the provided data into account. For example, the

data collected from inventory script written by staff of organization X should be seen as the

ground truth with the highest level of confidence while the data extracted from a Domain Name

System (DNS) record is less reliable.

6.1 System Model

The system model we worked on consists of 4 routers, 8 switches, 4 authentication servers, 3

authorization servers, 33 servers, 3 laptops, 9 storages, and 50 directories. Each server and laptop

is assigned to a group of which only machine in the same group can connect to each other. All of

these 33 servers have the same operating system and the same set of 162 programs installed on

their machines. As a result, we can classify these servers into 2 groups including typical groupO

server and typical groupi server. Similarly, we also divide the laptops into 2 groups i.e. typical

groupO laptop and typical groupI laptop. There is also a laptop that does not belong to any group
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but we will ignore it from our model since it will not be able to connect to any servers which are

the targets of our attack scenario. Each directory is connected to only one storage but each storage

can be connected to many servers. Directories may store data like files or databases.

Regarding PDDL modelling, there are 2 significant components including predicates and

actions. First, we use predicates to encode organization x network topology and other

property/states e.g. operating system of servers, group of servers and laptops, file location etc.

Second, attack plans are generated based on how to sequentially change the set of initial states

(e.g. how each device is connected, what programs are installed on each server etc.) into goal

states (e.g. server7 is exploited). The network topology which describes how each device is

connected is encoded as derived predicates as shown in figure 6-1 and Fast Downward planner

[40] is used to run these derived predicates.

(:derived (is-reachable ?svl - server ?sv2 - server)
(or

(exists
(?r - router ?sw - switch)
(and

(is-connected ?r ?sw)
(is-connected ?sw ?sv)
(is-connected ?sw ?sv2)

)

)

)

)

Figure 6-1: PDDL derived predicates for reachability between devices

6.2 Generated Attack Plans from Joshua HTN Planner

Assume the attacker wants to edit databaseO which is stored in directory6 that is connected to

storage2. There are 16 servers connecting to storage2 and all of them are in groupO so we can

model these servers as a typical groupO server. Hence, the attacker may want to place his foothold

as a typical groupO worker on a typical groupO laptop. This kind of main attack goal corresponds

to the attack method mung database of the HTN planner and one possible attack plan is shown

in Figure 6-2 to 6-4.
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Figure 6-2: Attack plan on operation technology organization x - section 1
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Figure 6-3: Attack plan on operation technology organization x - section 2
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The typical attacker wants to affect data integrity of database which is on typical group

server. This main goal can be split into achieving two goals sequentially. First, the typical attacker

must achieve connection to typical groupO server os via database protocol from typical group

laptop as typical groupO worker. Second, the typical attacker must modify data integrity of

databaseO from typical groupO laptop as typical groupO worker. In order to fulfil the goal to

achieve connection, the typical attacker needs to achieve two goals sequentially. First, the typical

attacker must first achieve remote execution as typical groupO worker to typical groupO laptop os

from typical attacker machine as typical attacker and this goal is reduced to achieve remote shell

as typical groupO worker to typical groupO os from typical attacker machine as typical attacker.

Second, the attacker has to achieve connection to typical groupO server os via database protocol

from typical groupO laptop as typical groupO worker and this can be done by executing the action

to connect from typical groupO laptop to typical groupO server via database protocol. In order to

achieve remote shell, the typical attacker has to first achieve knowledge of password of typical

groupO worker which is in victim authorization pool from typical attacker machine as typical

attacker and then login as typical groupO worker to typical groupO server os from typical attacker

machine. The goal to achieve knowledge of password can be reduced to the goal to guess password

which is then reduced the action of the attacker performs password dictionary lookup attack on

typical groupO worker in victim authorization pool. Regarding the goal of the typical attacker

modifies data integrity of databaseO from typical groupO laptop as typical groupO worker, it can

be satisfied by first fulling the goal to achieve write access right on databaseO as typical sysadmin

from typical groupO laptop as typical groupO worker. Then the typical attacker performs the

action to use write access right as typical sysadmin to modify database from typical group

laptop as typical groupO worker. In order to achieve access right, the typical attacker must achieve

remote shell as typical sysadmin from typical groupO laptop os from typical groupO laptop as

typical groupO worker. To achieve remote shell, the typical attacker must first achieve knowledge

of typical sysadmin's password in victim authorization pool from typical groupO laptop as typical

groupO worker and then login as typical sysadmin to typical groupO laptop os from typical groupO

laptop. In order to achieve knowledge of password, the typical attacker starts from achieving

connection to email server os via smtp from typical groupO laptop as typical groupO worker and

then performs phishing attack on typical sysadmin via email server process from typical group
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laptop. The goal to achieve connection can be fulfilled in similar manner as described before but

with different destination os and protocol.

As the HTN planner works by splitting each goal into subgoals until it reaches the leaf

node which is an attack action, the final attack plans will consist of only the attack actions. There

are 10 actions that the typical attacker has to perform sequentially in order to affect data integrity

of database0 on typical groupO server. First, the typical attacker performs password dictionary

lookup attack on typical groupO worker in victim authorization pool. Second, the typical attacker

logins as typical groupO worker to typical groupO server os from typical attacker machine. Third,

the typical attacker connects from typical groupO laptop to typical groupO server via database

protocol. Fourth, the typical attacker connects from typical attacker machine to email server via

smtp. Fifth, the typical attacker performs phishing attack on typical groupO worker via email

server process from typical attacker machine. Sixth, the typical attacker login as typical groupO

worker to typical groupO laptop os from typical attacker machine. Seventh, the typical attacker

connects from typical groupO laptop to email server via smtp. Eighth, the typical attacker performs

phishing attack on typical sysadmin via email server process from typical groupO laptop. Ninth,

the typical attacker logins as typical sysadmin to typical groupO laptop os from typical group

laptop. Tenth, the typical attacker uses write access right as typical sysadmin to modify

databasesO from typical groupO laptop as typical groupO worker.

6.3 Generated Attack Plans from PDDL Planner

We focus on the vulnerabilities resides in the 162 installed programs on the 32 servers. Common

Weakness Enumeration (CWE) and Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [41] are used

to classify those vulnerabilities. The most interesting entity is Linux kernel which has the highest

number of vulnerabilities and also covers the whole range of CVSS score from 1 to 10 where the

score of 10 represents the highest severity level. We try to come up with a plan to exfiltrate data

from Server7.

Regarding the master attack methodology, the attack starts with reconnaissance phase

(the adversary develops a target) on CWE-200: Information Exposure by using fingerprinting

technique and nmap as a tool. Then the attacker weaponizes the client applications i.e. to put
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the attack in a form to be executed on the victim's computer/network. During the deliver phase,

the vulnerability is delivered to the target which is Linux kernel on Server7 via email. Next, the

exploitation is done on CWE-20: Improper Input Validation using fuzzing technique and

Wireshark a tool. This results in Server7 is under control by the attacker. Accordingly, the

attacker can execute his plan to exfiltrate data from Server7 by File and Data Discovery attack

technique. Finally, the attacker maintains long-term access on the target by bypassing user

account control. Some part of the plan generated by master attack methodology is shown in figure

6-5.

As some CWEs are not included in reconnaissance or exploitation, we make use of our

manual attack rule set to come up with the attack plan. One example is FreeType program, a

freely available software library to render fonts. This program has CWE-119: Improper Restriction

of Operations within the Bounds of a Memory Buffer. Specifically, there is stack-based buffer

overflow in the cf2 hintmapbuild function in cff/cf2hints.c in FreeType before version 2.5.3.

This allows remote attackers to cause a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack and possibly execute

arbitrary code via a large number of stem hints in a font file. Figure 6-6 shows the manual attack

plan on FreeType program. The manual attack plan starts with exploiting Router2 and then

Switch3 which is connected to Server7. Then the attacker scans for vulnerability on Server7 and

finds the vulnerability to execute arbitrary code on cf2hints.c source file of FreeType process.

Accordingly, the attacker modifies cf2hints.c source file and forces compilation in order to call

cf2_hintmapbuild function. As a result, Server7 is under control and the attacker can get access

to FileO which is the crowd jewel.
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0 (recon-device-network-services exltrate-data server7 nux-kernel cwe-200-information-exposure ngerprinting nmap)
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2 (recon-network-traffic exiltrate-data server7 linux-kernet cwe-200-information-exposure fingerprining nmap)

3 (reco-device-memory exIrate-data ser7 ux-4met cAwe-20 in-xpore grn na)

4 (recon-device-lrmware exltrate-data server7 liwx-kernel we-200-nformaion-exposure fingerprintingnmap)
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8 (recon-administraive-interface exitrate-data server7 linux-kernel cwe-200-informaon-exposure fingerprinting nmap)

9(recon-c e e extliltratedata server7 linux-krernel ce-2 m on-exposre ingeprinngnrnp)

10 (recon-update-mechanmsm exiltrate-data server7 linux-kemel cwe-200information-exposure fingerprinting nmap)

11 (rewvobi- ; xatedat4a senver *wlinu-ee cae-200-itnanouxposur ngerprint nrnap)

12 (recon-authercaon-authorization exflrate-data server7 linux-kernel cwe-200-information-exposure ngerprintingnmap)

13 o etate-dataserver7lwnux-ernt caw200Nnformaion-exposure ngerpriningnmap

14 (recon-third-party-backend-apis exltrate-data server7 Inux-kemel cwe-200-iformalon-exposure ingerprinting nmap)

15 (recon-vendor-ba d-ass extrate-data server7 nux-ke e-2 a ex n t gma

16 (recon-ecosyster-general exlltrate-data server7 inux-kernel we-200-information-exposure ngerprnting nmap)

17 (recn-prvacy eAr da server7 in-kemelwe-20 m n-xpou ngerprinig nmap)

18 (weaponize-device-netwok-servces extrate-data server7 nux-kernel ient-applications)

19 ~~~ exiliale-dat serve7 inux-kerne cien-application)

20 (weaponize-network-trafc exMltrale-data server7 inux-kernel cient-applications)

21 3xtlia4e-&W sev7 knxkmet chan-pc n)

22 (weaponize-device-f iniware exfItrate-data server inux-kemel client-appcations)

Figure 6-5: Some part of the plan generated by master attack methodology

0

(explot-ewsch switch3 mltr2)

2 (Ind-viinerabiiy-to-execute-arblrary-codeswitch3 server7freetype-processcf2hnts)

3 (rmodify-souwce-code typical-atacker freetype-processc2hints server7)

4 (force-compilation typical-attacker c2hints c2_hintmapbuild server7 freetype-process)

5 (wrle-e-propery-drecy typical-ackere diredory6 server7 storage2)

0

Figure 6-6: Manual attack plan on FreeType program
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6.4 Defense Mechanisms

As the vulnerabilities arise in the third-party software, the organization may either update the

software with patches or use other alternative software. Linux kernel serves as the operating

system of the server so it is hectic and tedious task to replace it with other operating system.

Hence, applying patches tends to be more plausible solution. Regarding alternative software for

FreeType software, examples include Open Font Library or Font Finder. However, there might

also be other types of vulnerabilities exist in these alternative software.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

From our operational technology organization X case study, Linux kernel is the most vulnerable

components with the CVSS score span across the whole spectrum. However, this conclusion

considers only the vulnerability resides within a single component. On the other hand, the attacker

might not directly attack a certain vulnerability but perform a series of action that gradually fulfil

the whole attack chain. For example, in order to affect target x, the attacker may attack the

component y of target x by manipulating input to component y. This leads to more advanced

attack plan and we need more detailed data to progress further. The new set of data should

include roles and tasks that each server / laptop takes in the space system e.g. server b is

responsible for processing data x using program g and output data y for server c etc. Moreover,

this data set will also specify components of victims (e.g. servers, laptops, processes etc.) that are

manipulated and will affect desirable properties (e.g. performance, data integrity, data privacy

etc.)
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